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OVERSIGHT HEARING ON ILLITERACY

THURSDAY, JUNE 12, 1986

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION
AND LABOR, SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECOND-
ARY AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION; SENATE COMMITTEE
ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES, SUBCOMMITTEE
ON EDUCATION, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES

Washington, DC.
The joint committee met, pursuant to call, at 10:16 aan., in room2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Senator Robert T. Stafford

(chairman of the joint committee) presiding.
Members present from the House Subcommittee on Elementnry,

Secondary and V:-_,,-ational Education: Representatives Hawkins,
Martinez, Good ling, and Gunderson.

Members present from the Senate Subcommittee on Education,
Arts, and Humanities: Senator Stafford.

Staff present from the House Subcommittee on Elementary, Sec-ondary and Vocational Education: John F. Jennings, staff counsel;Nancy Kober, legislative analyst; and Beverly Griffm, staff assist-ant.
Present from the Senate Subcommittee on Education, Arts, and

Humaaities: Polly Gault, staff director, and Elizabeth Hackett, staffassistant.
Chairman STAFFORD. This joint meeting of the House and Senate

committees, the House Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary
and Vocational Education, and the Senate Subcommittee on Educa-tion, Arts, and the Humanities will please come to order.

Today these committees are going to hold the fourth in a seriesof hearings, and I want to say it's been a pleasure to work with
Chairman Hawkins over the past year on the illiteracy problem;
and I commend him on his leadership and his commitment in thisarea.

The subcommittee has been especially pleased with the variety of
distinguished witnesses that have testified at the previous hear-ings. They have given us a keen understanding of the scope of the
problem we face in this country, an understanding which is essen-tial in moving forward to combat the problem of illiteracy.

It's very important that we continue to encourage increasing va-riety, accessibility, and public awareness of literacy problems, andthat we remain open to new options and initiatives in hope that
they will provide new sources of successful remediation.

We are pleased to have with us today four experts who are wit-
nesses representing different programs or methods of illiteracy re-
mediation or prevention. This should be an encouraging hearing,
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although we cannot lay aside the responsibility we have to contin-ue to work with this problem.
We are fortunate to have with us today as our first witness Gov.

Gerald Bali les of Virginia. Governor Baliles will speak to us on hisannounced "No read, no release" parole policy for Virginia in-
mates. Eighty-five percent of juveniles who come before the courts
are functionally illiterate, and 5 out of every in prison inmates
cannot read. We are anxious to hear about the Gc vernor's proposed
policy.

Cur next witness will be Mr. James Duffy, president of the office
of communications for Capitol Cities, ABC, in New York. Mr. Duffy
will discuss the ABC and PBS initiative called PLUS, Project Liter-
acy U.S., to combat illiteracy. It will be interesting to hear about
such an innovative and serious initiative coming from the ABC andPBS networks.

Last December our subcommittees working with the National
Advisory Council on Adult Education requested that each Cabinet
and Agency official provide a description of any activities support-ed by his or her agency to improve literacy or provide basic skills
instruction. This information was requested to complement the in-
formation already received in the first three hearings and to im-
prove coordination of adult literacy activities on the Federal level.

The Director of the Adult Illiteracy Initiative t the Department
of Education is also with us today to share with us the results of
the Federal Interagency Committee on Education's literacy man-
agement report. This report is a study on the 79 literacy related
programs administered by 14 of our Federal agencies. Mr. Haiglerwill also report on the Department of Education's English language
proficiency study.

The last witness today is representing the Joint Literacy Legisla-
tion Action Group. Patricia Keeton is a coordinator of basic skillsand foreign-born programs in Maryland, and will speak to us about
the action group's proposal for the improvement of illiteracy pro-grams on the Federal level.

The subcommittee looks forward to hearing all of your testimo-nies this morning.
I want to pay a special tribute to my colleague, Congressman

Gus Hawkins, the chairman of the House Committee on Education,for his double graciousness in not only inviting the Senate to
appear here with him but even allowing a former House Memberwho has been in the Senate for some years now to come over here
and cochair the meeting with him.

So with that, end asking unanimous consent that a statement by
my colleague in the Senate, Senator Claiborne Pell, may appear in
the record following Chairman Hawkins' own statement, the Chairwould recognize CongressmanChairman Hawkins.

Chairman HAWKINs. Thank you, Senator. Having 'oeen responsi-
ble for this delay, I will forego the reading of my statement and
ask that it be included in the record as if it had been read. I would
simply like to say that this is the third meeting of the joint com-mitteethe two committees in a joint hearing, and I would like to
particularly commend you, your willingness to schedule these hear-
ings and to participate in them during these very busy days.
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I would like to submit for the record a reference to the extent of
illiteracy that has been recently circulated in the New York Times
concerping the extent of illiteracy. Since this is the first time the
Federal Government has actually acknowledrd that the illiteracyrate is at least 13 percent, I think the statement is rather signifi-
cant, and I would like for that article to 11-. z-, included in the record.

Chairman STAFFORD. Without objection, both your statement,
Chairman Hawkins, and the material will be made a part of therecord at this point.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
Chairman STAFFORD. Now without further ado, Gc.vernor Baliles,

we would be delighted to hear from you. We very much appreciate
your coming here this morning.

TESTIMONY OF HON. GERALD L. BALILES, GOVERNOR,
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA

Governor BAULKS. Thank you very much.
Chairman Stafford and Chairman Hawkins, it's an honor to jointhis group's continuing inquiry into one of the country's serious

problems, that of illiteracy.
As your previous joint hearings have demonstrated so vividly, adistressingand, I'm sorry to say, growingnumber of Americans

cannot read and write well enough to participate in the most basic
economic and social activities. These Americans can't fill out job
applications, because they can't read them. They can't cemmuni-cate in writing, and the simplest tasks, reading a newspaper or fol-lowing instructions on a can of food, are barriers to their personal
progress in everyday life.

As a result, a number of them have turned to a profession that
does not require an application form: crime.

Mr. Chairman, I ern co:lcerned about illiteracy in any formamong any element of our population, but I will limit my remarkstoday to one important group within illiterate America, the menand women who populate our prisons and jails.
It is said that prison illiteracy rates are high in this country. Icannot speak for other States, but I can say this: It is sad truth

that in Virginia two-thirds of our prisoners don't have a highschool education, and more than a third are functionally illiterate.
I firmly believe that this is no coincidence. Quite the contrary. Iwould submit to you that crime and illitery go hand in hand.

One, quite simply, feeds on the other.
Men and women who become prisoners of the State have often

first become captives of their own illiteracy. And when the problemis ignored or left untouched, the likely result is clear. Prisoners
will ultimately return to what they know best, crime.

Through criminal behavior, they'll retu 31 to jail and start the
whole vicious cycle over again. The price J this revolving door ofcrime is paid not only in soaring corrections costs. It's also paid in
human suffering and wasted lives.

Sociologists and criminologists have elaborate explanations forrecidivism. Some focus, for instance, on the alleged development of
a criminal subclass within the larger society. But I believe that
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part of the explanation is a simple recognition of the power and
centrality in modern life of the written word.

We're trying to tap thec power in Virginia. Earlier this year, I
asked our parole board and corrections officials to develop a pro-
gram by which every illiterate inmate in Virginia would be given a
clear incentive to learn to read: while serving his time.

In designing an incentive, I asked them to emphasize the one
thing that matters most to prisoners, getting out. The result is our
new Literacy Incentive Program, the shorthand term for which is"no read, no release."

The concept is simple. For each and every functionally illiterate
prisoner, one of the important factors in determining whether he is
paroled will be satisfactory progress in reading prograrils.

It is our policy that no prisoner with an identified deficiency, de-
fined as an inability to read at a sixth grade level, will be released
on parole until a thorough assessment of his educational progress
and proficiency has been made.

There will be only one substantial exemption. Those who have a
bona fide mental or learning disability will not be required to par-
ticipate in the program.

We have already begun to implement the first phase of "no read,
no release." We have developed preliminary procedures for identi-
fying illiterate prisoners, tested them at one institution, and re-
vised our approach in light of our experience.

We are now applying those procedures throughout our correc-
tional system. Within the next 2 weeks, we will have identified our
entire tazget population. We'll then give each of them a reading
comprehension test developed by the college board.

Initial experience suggests that as many as 40 percent of our in-
mates will be unable to read at the sixth grade level. Those in-
mates Will be given the opportunity to attend reading classes
geared to their skill levels.

Those who make a good faith effort, who make progress appro-
priate to persons of similar capacity, will have that fact noted in
their institutional records. And those who don't try, or who drop
out, will have that fact noted as well.

The parole board will give an inmate's performance in this pro-
gram a prominent place when it conside .s whether to parole him.
Reading skill will thus be an important criterion in the parole deci-
sion.

It will not 1-.1 the only criterion. The educational capacity of the
offender and the progress he has made during his term will also be
taken into account. Achievement is important, but so is attitude.

Although we might wish, as Chief Justice Burger put it in a
speech given more than 15 years ago, that every criminal sentence
would end only when the offender could read and write, we know
that such an ironclad requirement isn't possible.

What is possible is to provide a meaningful incentive, and to pro-
vide the programs and the encouragement to make it work. The
outpouring of support we have received since announcing "no read,
no release" reinforces my belief in this common sense initiative.

We have received supportive letters from all parts of the country
and all walks of life, from a White House staffer to Rudolf Flesch,
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author of the famous 1955 study entitled "Why Johnny Can'tRead," to a Virginia inmate eager to join the program.
Of course, as with any rew initiative, there has been skepticism

and criticism. Some have wondered whether the emphasis on liter-
acy will have any effect, whether it isn't just a futile gesture.I say to them that we must try. Criminal recidivism is too high aprice for a civilized society to pay for its educational failures. And
in Virginia we have backed our beliefs with money, by addingnearly a million dollars to our correctional education budget tofund literacy programs.

Other critics have seen "no read, no release" as unfair; or worse,
a violation of constitutional due process.

say those criticisms are unfounded. Parole is a privilege, not aright. 'No read, no release" isn't a barrier. It's a door to law abid-
ing citizenship and gainful employment, and we believe that thetime has come to open that door a little wider for one group of illit-erate Americans.

At a minimum, our efforts will help reduce adult illiteracy. And
with a commitment to this program, we may even succeed in re-
ducing the vicious cycle that turns crime into a calling. In Virgin-ia, we think that's worth our attention.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Governor. I supposeit's so early in the program that this may not be a good question,but I would wonder if you could tell us how the inmates in yourinstitutions have reacted to the program, "no read, no release."
Governor BALILES. It's my understanding that there are somemixed reviews. Some are interested; some are not. I might also tell

you that, based on a couple of inquiries I've made, at some institu-
tions where, obviously, inmates can read, the checkout rate at thelibrary soared 50 percent after the 1 week of this announcement.

I'm not sure whom they are trying to convince, or whether theythink it will make a difference; but someone does.
Chairman STAFFORD. I knowI remember at the time you an-

nounced it that Chuck Colson, the gentleman I used to know herein Washington, ekpressed some opposition on the ground that it
was a constitutional violation of prisoners' rights.I wonder, has there been any court test of his statement to thateffect?

Governor BALILES. I'm not aware, Senator, of any court challengeto it. That's not to say that it won't occ dr, but I feel reasonably
confident about cur ability to withstand r legal challenge.

Chairman STAFFORD. In connection with the "no read, no re-lease," may I assume that that applies to the inmate who wishes toget out on parole, and not to an inmate who's completed his full
term, because then I wout', think you might have some question ofconstitutionality?

Governor Bmaxs. Well, it's been clearly stated that we cannothold a prisoner beyond the time of the sentence imposed by the
courts. We understand that. We're simply saying that the one moti-vating factor in a prisoner is the parole date.

That's why prison systems around the country, Federal and
State, have instituted good behavior pi-ograms. For so many days of

1 0
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good behavior, there is a subtraction of time from the sentence.
That would then make them eligible for parole.

Chairman STAFFORD. Certainly.
Governor BALILES. It% the carrot and stick approach that's been

applied. It seems to me that it has not been applied in this area of
endeavor, and it ought to be.

Chairman STAFFORD. Well, I think that it's a very good plan.After your experience has run on a bit, I'd like to hear more about
its success, because I think I might like to recommend it to my ownState as a consideration up tnere.

Governor EMILE& We'll keep you apprised.
Chairman STAFFORD. l'll keep in touch with you then, Governor.Thank you.
Chairman Hawkins.
Chairman HAvincncs. Well, Governor, I certainly wish to com-mend you on this innovative idea. My question may seem to be

somewhat critical of it, but it certainly is not intended to be so.
The only thing that strikes me about the idea that may be nega-

tive would be the unfairness of it. Obviously, you have some in-
mates who read very well. Perhaps they're brilliant students. Then
you have some who don't. I'm thinking of the original responsibil-ity of society in a country in which we have universal free compul-
sory education to educate every person. And yet the failure to do so
is not always the fault of the individual who may end up being in-
carcerated.

YI that individual being denied Head Start, being denied early
childhood programs, being denied compensatory education, the op-portunity to advance, ends up in prison. So you have two classes.

Are we in effect then making a condition for release based on the
individual rather than on the denial to that incPvidual of these op-
portunities at an earlier age. If we had the same captive group
throughout education, it would seem to me that there would be no
question but that the system as you have proposed it would operate
fairly. But if we had, let's say, at the very beginning "no read, no
promotion to next class" for every person so that we would indeed
institute the idea at an earlier age, then it would seem to me that
would increase the fairness of the system.

What I suppose I'm asking is whether or not you are at the sametime in the State instituting these reforms so that you have fewer
inmates or, let's say humorously, a better class of inmates, those
who can read from the very beginningwould it not be even much
more important to institute some of these reforms prior to the timethat individual commits a crime and goes to prison?

Governor BALILES. Congressman, I think in Virginia, as in manyother States, in recent years there's been a handsome investment
made in education at all levels, elementary and secondary educa-tion as well as the higher institutional level. Virginia has commit-ted a tremendous amount of resources to educational reform and
improvement of education in general.

Now that educational commitment will continue, as I hope it will
all over the country. I happen to believe that education is really
the foundation for the future of this country, and that commitment
must be widespread. It must be deep, and we're doing that in the
Commonwealth.
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What we're attempting to do with this one program is to dealwith an after-the-fact problem. There is no question about the sta-tistical correlation between illiteracy and crime. Prison populationshave an illiteracy rate that, depending on your State, ranges from2, 3, 4, even 10 times higher than that in the popu/ation at large.
The Justice Department commissioned a study entitled "Nation-al Study on Learning Deficiencies in Adult Inmates." What thatstudy found was that the average inmate left school after the 10thgrade, but performed at least 3 years below that level or Ith gradelevel. We consider Ebztly grade functionally illiterate.That study also concluded that 42 percent of those prisoners

studied were functioning at or below the fifth grade level on a na-tionally tested measure.
So we're finding also that many of the people once released whoare deemed to be functionally illiterate have never held a full-timejob, or in many cases held any employment beyond a few hours aweek. So that national study concluded that there is a relationsi-qpthat exists between functional illiteracy and the lack of employ-ment and crime.
What we are attea,-iyting to address is the functional illiteracyproblem within the prisons while they're they e. The statistics showthat many of them come back, and they come back because they

haven't been able to find gainful employment and to keep it.We live in a fast-moving, complex society where reading compre-hentsion is critical for many jobs, even basic jobs. If that prisonerwhiles away the time in a prison without any effort being made to'mprove educational and reading skills, then we can pretty well
predict what's going to happen. They're going to come back, and
we're spending $20,000 a year on a prisoner.

I'd much rather find a way to spend a few dollars on an educa-tional program, motivate them to participate in the hope that theywill avoid coining back, in order that we can find a way to breakthat vicious cycle.
I don't think there's any unfairness element there. We'vescreened out those who are :;ncapable of learning, for mental orother learning disability reasons. We're simply saying, if you wantto have the parole board look at you favorably in terms of your be-havior in prison, we're going to add reading ability and the abilityto learn to reaa and your performance as one of those factors.I think that it's a program worthy of further consideration. Weintend to implement it.
Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you very much. Thank you.
Chairman STAFFORD. Thank you, Chairman Hawkins. Mr. Marti-nez, would you have any questions or any statement at this point?
MT. MARTINEZ. No, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman STAFFORD. All right. Thank you Governor, we thankyou very much for joining us this morning.
Governor BALILES. Thank you, Senator.
Chairman STAFFOR7-1., As I said, we'll stay in touch.
Governor BALILES. _ ..tnk you very much.
Chairman STAFFORD. Next, the joint hearing will hear a panelconsisting of Mr. James Duffy who is vice president, Capital Cities/ABC, and president of communications of the Network and Broad-

cast Division of ABC, accompanied by Dr. John E. Harr, vice presi-

,
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dent, Office of Communication, same organization; Mr. Karl 0.Haig ler, director, Adult Literacy Initiative, U.S. Department ofEducation; and Patricia Keeton, coordinator of basic skills and for-
eign-born programs, Howard Community College, MD, representing
the Joint Literacy Legislation Action Group.

It would be the Chair's intention, unless you have agreed amongyourselves on a protocol for this hearing, that we go in the order inwhich we have announced your name, which means, Mr. Duffy,
that you would go first.

I want to inject a personal note first. I understand the celebrated
Burke family fromwe claim in Vermont, and from my hometown,
not only is involved heavily in ABC but one of the brothers is the
chairman of Johnson & Johnson. So if you see your Mr. Burke, youmight tell him that a fellow Rutlander sends best regards.

[Prepared statement of Governor Gerald L. Bali les follows:]

1 3



PREPARED STATEMENT OP HON. GERALD L. BALILES, GOVERNOR OP VIRGINIA

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

It is an honor to join this group's continuing inquiry into

one of this country's serious problems -- illiteracy.

As your previous joint hearings have demonstrated so

vividly, a distressing -- and, I am sorry to say, growing --

number of Americans cannot read and write well enough to

participate in the most basic economic and social activiities.

These Americans can't fill out job applications -- because

they can't read them. They can't communicate in writing, and the

simplest tasks --- reading a newspaper, or following instructions

on a can of food --- are barriers to their personal progress in

everyday life.

And, as a result, a number of them have turned to a

profession that does not require an application form: crime.
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Mr. Chairman, I am concerned about illiteracy in alz form --

among any element of our population. But I will limit my remarks

today to one important group within illiterate America: the men

and women who populate our prisons and jails.

It is said that prison illiteracy rates are high in tOis

country. I cannot speak for other states -- but I can say this:

It is the sad truth that in Virginia two-thirds of our

prisoners don't have a high school education and more than a

third are functionally illiterate.

And I firmly believe that this is no coincidence.

Quite the contrary; I would submit to you that crime and

illiteracy go hand-in-hand. One, quite simply, feeds on the

other.

Men and women who become prisoners of the state have often

first become captives of their own illiteracy.

And when the problem is ignored or lett untouched, the

likely result is clear. prisoners will ultimately return to what

they know best: crime.

Through criminal oehavior, they'll return to jail -- and

start the whole vicious cycle over again.

1 5
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The price of this revolving door of crime is paid not only

in soaring corrections costs.

It's also paid in human suffering and wasted lives.

Sociologists and criminologists have created _elaborate

explanations for recidivism. Some focus, for instance, on the

alleged development of a "criminal subclass" within th larger

society.

But I believe that part of the explanation is a simple

recognition of the power, and centrality in modern life, of the

written word.

We're trying to tap that power in Virginia.

Earlier this year, I asked our Parole Board and corrections

officials to develop a program by which every illiterate inmate

in Virginia would be given a clear incentive to learn to read

while serving his time.

In designing an incentive, I asked them to emphasize the one

thing that matters most to a prisoner -- getting out.

The result is our new "Literacy Incentive Program" -- the

shorthand term for it is "no read, no release."

63-752 0 - 87 - 2 16
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The concept is simple: for each and every functionally

illiterate prisoner, one of the.important factors in.determining

whether he is paroled will be satisfactory progress in reading

programs.

It is our policy that no prisoner with an identified

deficiency -- defined as inability to read at a si:xth-grade level

-- will be released on parole until a thorough assessment of his

educational progress and proficiency has been made.

There will be only one substantial exemption: those who have

a bona fide mental or learning disability will not be required to

participate in the program.

We have already begun to implement the first phase of "no

read, no release."

We have developed preliminary procedures for identifying

illiterate prisoners, tested them at one institution, and revised

our approach in light of our experience.

We are now applying those procedures throughout our

correctional system. Within the next two weeks, we will have .

identified our entire target 'copulation.

We'll then give each of them a reading comprehension test

developed by the College Board.

17
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Initial experience suggests that as many as 40% of our

inmates will be unable to read at a sixth-grade levei.

Those inmates will be given the opportunity to attend

reading classes geared to their skill levels.

Those who make a good faith effort -- who make progress

appropriate to persons of similar capacity -- will have that fact

noted in their institutional records.

And those who don't try -- or who drop out -- will 1-,,ta that

fact noted, as well.

The Parole Board will give an inmate's performance in this

program a prominent place when it considers whether to parole

him.

Reading skill will thus be an important criterion in the

parole decision.

It will not be the only criterion.

The educational capacity of the offender and the progress

he's made du:zing his term will also be taken into account.

Achievement is important. But so is attitude.

4i18
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Although we might wish -- as Chief Justice Sur,ger put it in

a speech given more than 15 years ago -- that every criminal

sentence would end only when the offender could read and write,

we know that such an ironclad requirement isn't possible.

What is possible is to create a meaningful incentive -- and

to provide the programs and the encouragement to make it work.

The outpouring of support we have received since announcing

"no read, no release" reinforces my belief in this common-sense

initiative.

We've received supportive letters from all parts of the

country and all walks of life -- from a. White House

staffer ... to RudGlf Flesch, author of the famous 1955 study

entitled "Why Johliny Can't Read" ... to a Virginia inmate eager

to join the procivam.

Of course, as with any new initiative, there has been

skepticism ... and criticism.

Some have wundered whether the emphasis on literacy will

have any effect -- whether it isn't just a,futile gesture.

I say to them that we must try. Criminal recidivism is too

high a price for a civilized society to pay for its educational

failures.
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And in Virginia we've backed our beliefs with money, by

adding nearly a million dollars to our correctionaf education

budget to fund literacy programs.

Other critics have seen "no read, no release" as unfair --

or worse, a violation of constitutional due process..

I say those criticisms are unfounded.

Parole is a privilege -- not a right.

"No read, no 'release" isn't a barrier -- it's a door to

law-abiding citizenship and gainful employment.

And we believe that the time has come to open that door a

little wider for one group of illiterate Americans.

At a minimum, our efforts will help to reduce adult

illiteracy.

And with a commitment to this program; we may.even succeed

in reducing the vicious cycle that turns crime into a calling.

In Virginia, we think that's worth our attention.

Thank you very much.
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TESTIMONY OF JAMES E. DUFFY, VICE PRESIDENT, CAPITAL
CITIES/ABC, AND PRESIDENT OF COMMUNICATIONS OF THE
NETWORK AND BROADCAST DIVISION OF ABC, NEW YORK
Mr. DUFFY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I'll certainly

do that.
Mr. Chairman, my name is James E. Duffy, and I am vice presi-

dent of Capital Cities/ABC, Inc., and president of communications
of the Network and Broadcast Division of ABC. With me indeed is
my colleagoe, Dr. John E. Harr, who is vice president, the Office of
Communication, Capital Cities/ABC, Inc., and project director for
ABC Project Literacy, U.S. Dr. Harr is available with me to re-
spond to any questions that members of the committee may have.

I'd like to have permission, if I could, sir, to insert copies of the
text of my remarks into the record.

Chairman STAFFORD. Without objection, that will be so ordered.
Mr. Dum. Thank you.
We welcome with gratitude the opportunity to briefly describe to

you the joint public service campaign that Capital Cities/ABC and
the Public Broadcasting Service have embarked upon, known as
Project Literacy U.S., as well as by the acronym PLUS, and also to
share with you some of the experience and perspective we have
gained in the course of preparing and launching PLUS.

I know that members of these subcommittees and staffs are very
knowledgeable about the nearly unbelievable dimensions of the
problem of adult illiteracy in the United States. As a matter of
fact, one of the best sources of information for us as we worked on
the development of PLUS was the records of your previous joint
hearings. The dimensions of the problem, as you are aware, are
staggering.

Taking that into account, this is where television and its ability
to reach out with its impact to perhaps help in halting this prob-
lem. I would like to focus my remarks on the role that television
and radio will play in Project Literacy U.S.

PLUS was announced at a press conference here in Washington
at the Library of Congress last December 10. It is designed to oper-
ate in two phaseE. The first, which is now well underway, we refer
to as outreach development. The second, involving an unprecedent-
ed amount of on-air radio and television programming about adult
illiteracy beginning in September, is what we call the awareness
raisir g phase.

This design results from the desire of ABC and PES not o
engage simply in a media blitz, but to do whatever we can to help
communities across the country prepare for the increased demand
for literacy services that is certain to result from the media spot-
light that will be thrown on this problem, not only by ABC and by
PBS in PLUS, but also by other broadcasters around the country
and by the Nation's magazines and newspapers.

In outreachin the outreach phase we have taken pains to reach
those who can help fight illiteracy, to let them know what is going
to happen in September so that they can be prepared. We have
done this with leadership groups in key sectors of American life,
with Federal agencies including the Department of Education and
the Department of Labor, with Governors, mayors, and the repre-
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sentatives of more than 100 national organizations that have en-
dorsed Project Literacy U.S.

At the same time, all 212 ABC affiliated television stations and
313 PBS member stations have appointed literacy coordinators ontheir staffs to work with all available resources in their respective
communities to generate local preparedness.

As a result of this effort, to date more than 200 local task forces
have come into existence in cities across the country. Chapters and
members of the national organizations are tying into those task
forces on the local level as well.

There will be a concentration of television and radio program-ming on illiteracy in September, but the awareness effort will con-
tinue beyond that, throughout the entire broadcast season untilJune of 1987. The kick-off event will be an ABC news documentary
:al the full ABC television network on Wednesday, September 3, at10 p.m. easter time.

Then on Sunday, September 7, the "This Week With David
Brinkley" program will focus on adult illiteracy, as will a multi-
part "Special Assignment" series on ABC World News Tonight the
following week. "Night line" with Ted Koppel and our newsmaga-
zine program "20/20" will also participate during the month of
September, and on the 17th of September at 8 p.m. PBS will broad-
cast its companion documentary. focusing on community action todeal with illiteracy.

Then in the following months "Good Morning America" will fre-
quently have interviews and features on the subject. There will be
an "ABC Notebook" program. We think that dramatic program

i
-ming can play a very mportant role, and so there will be an "After

School Special" on illiteracy, a story line in a daytime serial, and
episodes in several prime-time series, and perhaps a special drama
in prime-time toward the end of the season. There will also be spe-
cial messages on ABC sports programming, and PBS will carry a
GED series and a special series on the English language.

Tying it all together throughout the season will be special re-
porta by ABC News and public service announcements on the net-
work featuring the 800 number national literacy hotline.

There will be two other programming contributions that will be
very important, in addition to the network programming that I've
already described. One will be the attention to the subject by the
six networks of the ABC radio networks with their 1,800 local af-
filiates, featuring public service announcements, minidocumentar-
ies, and public affairs programminEr.

The second and perhaps the most important of all will be locally
produced programming by all of the ABC and PBS stations across
the country, tailored to their particular needs and problems of
their communities, supplementing and complementing the national
programming that will appear on the two networks.

From this overview, one can see that PLUS is an unprecedented
public service campaign on several counts: First, the collaboration
between two broadcasting systems which has never occurred before
on such a systained basis; and second, the 18-month time commit-ment that ABC and PBS have made and the scale and scope of theplan; and then third, the emphasis on the outreach phase preced-
ing the actual programming.
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Altogether, PLUS represents a new level of public service within
the broadcasting industry. In undertaking the PLUS campaign we
at ABC and PBS are very much aware of the sensitivity of this
problem for those afflicted and are taking great care to see that
that sensitivity is reflected in everything we do, both in outreach
and awareness.

We are also very much aware of our limitations. We are not ex-
perts in education. We are not literacy service providers. Many
dedicated individuals have been working on the problem of adult
illiteracy for a long time, both in the public education field and the
volunteer organizations. We are latecomers. Our role is to commu-
nicate, perhaps to convene and facilitate and then encourage par-
ticipation.

However, in developing PLUS over the past year we have
become convinced that a national movement is growing within this
Nation to finally face up to the problem of adult illiteracy.

Illiteracy, quite _voperly, has been called America's hidden prob-
lem, and we feel that it is time that America's hidden problem goes
public in the fullest sense of that term. It is time that it becomes
the business of everyone who cares about the future of this great
country, and it is this conviction that underlies Project Literacy
U.S.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Mr. Duffy.
[Prepared statement of James E. Duffy follows:]
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MINNIi=a

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES B. DUITY, VICE PRESIDENT, CAPITAL CtUES/ABC
AND PRESIDENT OF COMMUNICATIONS OF THE NRTIATORK AND BROADCAST DIVISION
OF ABC

My name is James E. Duffy, and I am Vice President of

Capital Cities/ABC, Inc., and President of Communications of the

Network and Broadcast Division of ABC. With me is my colleague,

Dr. John E. Harr, Vice President, Office of Communication,

Capital Cities/ABC, Inc., and Project Director for ABC of

Project Literacy U.S. Dr. Harr is available with me to respond

to any questions that members of the committee may have.

We welcome with gratitude the opportunity to briefly

describe to you the joint public service campaign that Capital

Cities/ABC and the Public Broadcasting Service have embarked

upon, known as 'Project Literacy U. S. as well as by the

acronym 'PLUS," and also to share with you some of the

experience and perspective we have gained in the course of

preparing and launching PLUS.

I know that the members of these subcommittees and staffs

are very knowledgeable about the rarly unbelieva"c2e dimensions

of the problem Of adult illiteracy in the'United States. In

fact, one of the best sources of information for us as we worked
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on the development of PLUS was the record of your previous joint

hearings. As.far as the problem itself is concerned. however, I

do want

million

deal of

to say that in PLUS ye are using the figure of

adult illiterates, which we arrived at after a great

conversation with the U. S. Department of Education and

other sources. We believe it is a defensible and conservative

figure, although as me all know one of our current weaknesses is

a lack of precision in data and definitions, a weakness that I

believe will be overcome as more and more attentioa is directed

to the serious problem of adult illiteracy.

We know also thtzt another 30 to 35 million adults are

semi-literate, with basic skills limited, to what we woad

commonly regard as the difth to eighth grade levels. We know,

too, that illiteracy is widespread, a problem in every

community, ;,.ot limited by region, race, ethnicity, or economic

status. Yet it is well documented that illiteracy correlates

with other serious problems such

welfare, and poverty. One of our

is the belief that to the extent

as unemployment, crime,

motivations in undertaking PLUS

we can make progress in

overcoming adult illiteracy we will also make progress in other

areas.

I would like to focus my remarks on the xole that televisiOn

and radio will play in Project LiteracY U.S. PLUS was announced

at a press conference here in Washington at the Library of

Congress last December 10th. It is designed to operate in two
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phases. The first, now well under way, tie refer to as "outreach

development.* Tile second, involving an unprecedented amount of

on-air programming about adult illiteracy beginning in

September, is the 'awareness-raisine phase. This design results

from the desire of ABC and PBS not to engage simply in a 'media

blitz," but to do whatever we can to help communities across the

country prepare for the increased demand for literacy services

that is certain to result from the media spotlight that will be

thrown on this problem -- not only by ABC and PBS in PLUS, but

also by other broadcasters and by the nation's magazines and

wiewspapers.

In outreach we have taken pains to reach those who can help

fight illiteracy, to let them know what is going to happen in

September uo they can prepare. We have dona this with leadership

groups in key sectors of American life, wit!" Federal agencies,

Governors, Mayors, and the representatives of more than IGO

national organizations that have endorsed PLUS.

At the same time, all 212 ABC affiliated televisicn stations

and 313 PBS member'itations have appointed "literacy

coordinators* on their staffs to work with all available

resources in their respective communities to generate local

preparedness. As a result of this effort, to date more than.-7414---.

local task forces have come into existence in cities acrosc the
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country. Chapters and members of the national organizations are

tying in to those task forces on the local level.

There will be a concentration of programming on illiteracy

in September, but the awareness effort will continue beyond

that, throughout the entire broadcast season until June 1987.

The kick-off event will be an ABC News documentary on the full

ABC Television Network on Wednesday, September 3rd, at al PM

Eastern time. On Sunday September 7th the "This Week with Daiid

Brinkley" program will focus on adult illiteracy, as will a

multi-part "Special Assignment" series on ABC World News Tonight

the following week. "Nightline" with Ted Koppel and our

newsmagazine program "20/20" will also partic.ipate during

September, and on the 17th at 8 PM PBS will broadcast its

companion documentary, focusing on community action to deal with

illiteracy.

In the following months "Good Morning America" will

frequently have interviews and features on the subject. There

will be an "ABC Notebook" program. We think that dramatic

programming can p10 an important role, and so there will be an

"ABC After School Special" on illiteracy, a story line in a

daytime serial, episodes in several prime-time series, and

perhaps a special drama in prime-time. There will also be

special messages on ABC Sports programming. PBS will carry a

GED series and a special series on the English language. Tying
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it all together throughout the season will be special reports by

ABC News and public service announcements on the network

featuring the 800 number national literacy hotline.

There will be two other programming contributions that will

be very important in addition to the network programming I've

already described. One will be attention to the subject by the

six networks of ABC radio with their 1:800 local affiliates,

featuring public service announcements, mini-documentaries, and

public affairs programming. The second, perhaps the most

important of all, will be locally-produced programming by all

the ABC and PBs stations, tailored to the particular needs and

problems of their communities, supplementing and complementing

the national programming that will appear on the two networks.

FrOm this overview, one can see that PLUS is an

unprecedented public service campaign on several counts: first,

the collaboration between two broadcasting systems, which has

never occurred before on such a suctained basis; second, the

18-month time commitment that ABC and PBS have made and the

scale and scope of"ihe plan; and third, the emphasis on outreach

preceding the programming.

We tend to think of illiteracy as a national problem, which

it certainly is, but it can only be dealt with effectively at

the local level, where people live and work. This is why
.

63-752 0 - 87 - 3
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outreach is Bo important, because the focus must be on community

action . . and the structure of tolevision networks as

associations of local stations qualifies them uniquely to be of

service on the local level, reinforced by the network's national

presence. In this regard, I think it is significant that the

initiative for ABC's involvement in this campaign came from the

General Mgnagers of several of our affiliated stations and they

have pledged their full cooperation.

Altogether, PLUS represents a new level of public service

within the broadcasting indaetry. Television stations go way

beyond the minimal public service requi:ements of the FCC. They

are leading community institutions in their own right, very much

concerned with continually serving their communities in local

news coverage and public service activities. Networks are very

sensitive to their public service role, for examrle,

broadcasting special dramatic ?rograms dealing with difficult

social issues such as drug abuse, alcoholism, teen-age suicide,

domestic violence. The networks coordinate closely with their

affiliated stations through their community relations staffs,

regularly preparing'special materials for -schools and social

service agencies to eahance the educational and social impact of

such programs.

PLUS is a new stage entirely in the maturing of the

television system -- the first instance of a television network,

two television networks in fact, and all their affiliated

2 9
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stations coordinating on the same public service theme at the

same time, and over an extended period of time.

In undertaking the PLUS campaign, we at ABC and PBS are very

much aware of the sensitivity of this problem for those

afflicted and are taking g-eat care to see that that sensitivity

is reflected in everything we do, both in ouLreach and

awareness. We are also aware of our limitations. We are not

experts in education. We aie not literacy serviceproviders.

Many dedicated individuals have been working on the problem of

adult illiteracy for a long time, both in the public education

field and the volunteer organizations. We are latecomers; our

role is to communicate, perhaps to convene and facilitate and

encourage participation.

However, in developing PLUS over the past year we have

become convinced that a national movement is growing within this

nation to finally face up to the problem of adult illiteracy.

That movement was stin:ing before ABC and PBS became involved in

PLUS -- in the President's call for a literacy initiative of

three years ago, tfie Federel Literacy Initiative, the work of

your two committees and growing awareness of the problem

generally within the Congress ind Federal agencies, growing

concern on the part of Governors and mayors across the country,

the creation of the National Literacy Coalition and the national
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literacy hotline, the Ad Council campaign, the founding of the

Business Council for 2ffective Literacy, growing involvement by

the private sector, particularly in the print industry.

With all of this stirring, PLUS may very well play a key

role in accelerating that national movement by helping to give

it shape And visibility and creating a framework for

participation on the local level.

One sign that a national movement is indeed underway is the

extraordinarily positive response to PLUS by all those with whom

we have been in contact -- all three levels of government, the

business community, the non-profit organizations, the other

media, the religious community, and, most important, the leaders

of all the key national associations in public education.

Illiteracy quite prrperly has been called "America's bidden

problem." It has been negle:Ited for decades for two very good

reasons. First, the trauma of illiteracy quite understandably

leads those afflict.sa to hide their affliction as best they can.

They thus are the Very opposite of a vocal-constituency. The

second reason is that the total society could simply afford to

live with the worst rate of illiteracy of any industrialized

nation in the world, indeed be largely unaware of it, because no

manifest breakdown occurred. This country is so big and wealthy
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and productive elat we coald tolerate the fact of 23 million

functionally illiterate adults and another 30 to 35 million

semi-literates. Nothing forced us to act.

The reason a national mcvement is now developing is that

that comfortable situation is changing drastically -- and

thoughtful leaders in government, business, education, and the

media are becoming more and more aware of that fact. Demograph7:e.

trends, the rate oE illiteracy, and technological change are

combining to create a dangerous situation for the United States

not too many years in the future. Already the decline of

smokestack industries is displacing Workers who lack the basic

skills to retrain for new jobs. Manual jobs are disappearing,

replaced by jobs that require language skills and comprehension.

Not too many years from now we may have more jobs than people to

fill them, more job skills requirements than skills available.

We are going to need significant numbers of those 23 million

functionally illiterate adults as productive members of our

communities and work force in a post-industrial economy. Our

future prosperity and strength as a nation will depend on it.

In sbort, we now have an economic imperative to combat

illiteracy, added to the moral and human rights imperative.
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It is time that America's hidden problem goes public in the

fullest sense of that term. It is time that it becomes the

business of everyone who cares about the future of this great

country. It is this conviction that underlies Project Literacy

U.S.
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Chairman STAFFORD. Next the joint hearing will hear from Mr.Karl 0. Haig ler, andthe stage is yours.

TESTIMONY OF KARL 0. 11AIGLER, DIRECTOR, ADULT LITERACY
INITIATIVE, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. HAIGLER. Good morning, Chairman Stafford, Chairman Haw-kins.
I appreciate this opportunity to share with you Secretary Ben-

nett's position on the serious national problem of adult illiteracy.
In announcing his priorities for the next fiscal year, the Secretary
made clear his commitment to address the issue in one way by a
requested $4.4 million restoring the Adult Education Program toits pre-Gramm-Rudman funding level.

In a time of fiscal stringency, this is in keeping with the Depart-ment's focus on helping the educationally disadvantaged, the
handicapped and those with limited English proficiency. The Secre-
tary has outlined five "guiding principles" which will direct our ap-
proach to this issue. Those principles include:

Prevention that focuses on the proper teaching of reading in our
elementary schools;

Research that can guide policy and inform practice;Shared responsibility of educational achievement betweenschools, parents and students;
Expansion of literacy services through increased participation ofthe private sector, volunteer groups, and community based organi-zations; and
Better coordination of programs within and between Federalagencies.
The Secretary's final guiding principle, better program coordina-tion among adult literacy programs, has become a major focus for

the office that I direct, the Adult Literacy Initiative. The initiative
was established in September of 1983 by the President in order to
underscore the seriousness of this issue for the nation.

One charge of the initiative is to help build and support a nation-al network of public and private literacy programs. We think thatthe results of the survey on which we are reporting to you today
have significant implications for expanding resources for literacy.

The survey was undertaken at the request of the initiative and
in cooperation with the Federal Interagency Committee on Educa-tion, or FICE. FICE was established by section 214 of the Depart-
ment of Education Organization Act, which states that FICE

Shall study issues and make recommendations for assuring effective interagencycoordination of Federal programs, policies and administrative practices affectingeducation.

Conducted by the Washington Consulting Group, the Federal Lit-eracy Management survey provides us with one tool for accom-
plishing, in the words of the FICE statute:

The coordination of related programs to assure that the recipients of Federal as-sistance are efficiently and responsively served.

An interagency committee, composed of policy professionals and
led by Paul Delker, the Director of Adult Education at the Depart-
ment, construcfrd a broad operational definition of literacy pro-
grams in keeping with the definitiorthof functional literacy. That is:t,
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The attainment of knowledge and skills, including reading, writing, speaking, lis-
tening, computing and problem solving normally associated with the ability to func-
tion at least at an eighth grade level in adult situations.

Adult literacy activities are defined in this report as formal or
informal efforts, including portions of broader programs, which aim
at the development of functional literacy. These activities include:
Programs for Basic Skills Training, Life Skills, programs for non-
English speaking adults, and programs which address hindrances
to literacy, such as learning disabilities and other handicaps.

Let me briefly review the key findings of the survey:
There are 79 programs administered by 14 Federal agencies

which directly address literacy concerns, have a significant literacy
related component, or permit State or local recipients to use funds
for literacy activities.

For fiscal year 1985, $347.6 million were obligated for literacy ac-
tivities. This estimate includes some funds appropriated for pro-
grams with broad purposes including, but not specifically limited
to, literacy. On the other hand, the authors of the report were not
able to obtain estimates of spending on literacy from major literacy
related programs such as Job Corps or the Job Training Partner-
ship Act, so no funds from these programs are included in the total
that I just mentioned.

Another finding of the survey was: Federal literacy programs ad-
dress the needs of many different populations and are directed
toward a variety of goals. Special programs have been designed for
the elderly, Native Americans, refugees, Federal prisoners, high
school dropouts, the handicapped, the unemployed, and the limited
Englisii proficient adult. Many programs focus on assisting individ-
uals to gain the skills necessary to obtain employment or to live
independently.

There are significant unreported expenditures on literacy activi-
ties in many Federal agencies. In some cases, literacy activities are
an integral part of the overall program, but no separate dollar
breakdown for these activities is available. In formula grant pro-
grams, literacy is an authorized activity, but the State or local
entity reports expenditures only by broad categories.

In addition to an executive summary, the report r;ontains de-
tailed program descriptions of the 79 programs that I mentioned. I
would like to call your attention to a few items of interest in these
descriptions.

First, the majority of programs surveyed did not provide infor-
mation for measuring or evaluating program success.

Next, "Secondary programs," that is, programs in which literacy
is an allowable activity and supports the primary objective of the
legislation, are typically unable to report a specific percentage of
dollars or dollar amounts that go to literacy. For the Job Training
Partnership Act, for instance, we know for the $656 million which
went to training services for the disadvantaged under title II-A,
there was included some classroom training, and approximately
one-third of the program participants were involved in this train-
ing. In additirm, approximately 30,000 youth received either reme-
dial or basic education services last year in Job Corps Centers.

Third, the variety of disadvantaged populations served and the
social deficits that are identified underscore the fact that it's diffi-
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cult to view illiteracy in a vacuum. Rather, the survey helps by
portraying the need for literacy in the context of other needs which
these programs address.

Let me now turn to the uses we see for this survey.
I can speak directly about the survey's contents as a coordination

guide for Federal agencies, because it has already contributed to
the work of two distinct interagency task force or working groups
with which the Adult Literacy Initiative has been involved.

First, in association wiith the Labor Department's Education and
Training Administration, five program offices within the Depart-
ment are discussing a vari.ety of joint projects. These offices include
Bilingual Education, Vocational and Adult Education, Special Edu-
cation, Elementary awl Secondary Education, and finally, Postsec-
ondary Education. These projects would focus on preemployment
activities for the disadvantaged, handicapped and limited English
proficient adults. The Initiative's role is to be a continuing sponsor
and monitor of such collaborative efforts.

Second, our other major interagency activity involves our work-
ing with the Departments of Defense, Labor and Commerce to de-
velop a plan for field testing tl e Army's newest basic skills pro-
gram in civilian adult literacy job training vocational settings. We
are involving interested private sector representatives as well asthe States in establishing a more systematic way of disseminating
Federally developed technology for literacy. The significant invest-
ment of tax dollars in Defense basic skills programs will continue
to be exploited for their possible benefits to the field of adult educa-tion. -

Much of the information in this report will be useful to literacy
providers and adult educators, because it identifies Federal pro-
grams administered at the State and local level. The Secretary be-
lieves that the widest possible variety of organizations should be in-
volved in meeting the needs of adult illiterates, as also the intent
of the Adult Education Act. Therefore, in partnership with the
Cambridge Book Co. and diverse literacy and adult education orga-
nizations, the Department intends to disseminate this survey as
widely as possible.

As an example of technology transfer using the most modern
means oi telecommunications, we will make the report available to
all users of LitLine, which the Adult Literacy Initiative jointly
sponsors with the mayor's commission on literacy in Philadelpnia.
LitLine holds the promise of reaching an even broader audience if
we can use it to provide useful information like the results of the
FICE survey.

All of the Department's adult literacy efforts are intended to
strengthen and develop the State and local networks v iich are
rising to meet the challenge of illiteracy. The Federal role in this
effort is crucial. On that, there is a clear consensus. The Secretary
has indicated his commitment to departmental leadership on this
issue, especially in those areas where it can make the most differ-
ence.

He will be a spokesman during the ABC/PBS PLUS project, and
the Department will continue to provide support for PLUS's out-
reach activities. In the areas of research, the National Assessment
of Educational Progress will be releasing this summer an in depth
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assessment of functional literacy skills of young adults aged 21 to
25. It will be the most in depth literacy assessment of adults to
date.

The Office of Educational Research and Improvement will be
conducting competitions for the study of adult literacy in associa-
tion with the new Reading Center competition, and will be sponsor-
ing a literacy conference this summer. An additional $2 million
which the Secretary has requested in next year's budget under the
Adult Education Act can be used for field research to identify the
most effect approaches for teaching adults.

The role of the States and localities is especially significant,
given the discretion provided in the use of Federal funds through
State and community grant programs. Program coordination, as
envisioned by the FICE survey, is crucial at those levels of govern-
ment which can fashion the most appropriate responses to the
needs of its citizens.

We also know that only as education continues to improve in our
elementary and secondary schools, with better reading instruction,
higher graduation standards, and lower dropout rates, will we see a
major reduction in functional illiteracy over time. But Cie example
of parents or even grandparents who value learning ern be inspira-
tional to the young who have a much greaterwho have mut i
greater educational opportunities, and we know that these exam
plea of adults, this support that adults can provide, is crucial to
academic success.

I've been reminded of this in my travels around the country, and
I'd like to relate one anecdote in that regard. On one of my trips I
met a VISTA worker who is now helping support a local Laubach
literacy program. Eleanor didn't learn to read until she was over
60 years old. She told me she was never embarrassed to admit this,
Lecau3e she really never had a chance to attend schools regularly.
It seems she was the only girl in her family, and her parents
wouldn't let her walk the five miles to school.

She reckoned that she spent less than 100 days total in school.
Eleanor went back to school when her daughter came back home
to teach and became an instructor in adult basic education. Elea-
nor was her first student. She learned to read and then hAped
others as they all progressed toward a GED. She, in fact, stayed
longer than she needed to in order to encourage others.

I asked Eleanor why she wanted to get the GED. She said she
wanted to leave a legacy for her children and her grandchildren.
So now she has her certificate framed, hanging on her wall, and
her graduation cap and gown in a case to leave for her children
and her grandchildren. She's a VISTA volunteer working in her
home community, helping recruit reluctant adults for Laubach.

She is not only an example of how a Federal agency, ACTION,
can support literacy organizations, she's an example to those she
reaches that it's never too late; and she's an example to the rest of
us that literacy can be our most important legacy.

Thank you very much. I'd be glad to entertain any questions.
Chairman STAFFORD. Thank you, Mr. Haig ler.
[Prepared statement of Karl 0. Haig ler follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF KARL 0. HAIGLER, DIRECTOR, ADULT LITERACY INITIATIVE,
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

I appreciate this opportunity to share with you Secretary Bennett's position

on the serious natIonal problem of adult illiteracy. In announcing his

policy priorities for the next fiscal year, the Secretary made clear his

commitment to address the issue by a requested $4.4 million restoring

Adult Basic Education Program to its pre-Grumm-Rudman sequestration level.

In a time of fiscal stringency, this is in keeping with the Department's

focus on helping the educationally disadvantaged, the handicapped and those

with limited English proficiency. The Secretary has outlined five "guiding

principles" which will direct our approach to this issue. Those principles

include:

o prevention that focuses on the p^oper teaching of reading

in our elementary sc..00ls

o research that guides policy and informs practice

o shared responsibility of educational achievement between

schools, parents and students

o expansion of literacy services through increased participation

of the private sector, volunteer groups, and community-based

organizations

o and better coordination of programs within and between

Federal agencies.
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The Secretary's final guiding principle, better program coordination among

adult literacy programa, has become a major focus for the office that I

direct: the Adult Literacy Initiative. The Initiative was established by

the President in 1983 in order to uLderscore the seriousness of this isaue

for the.nation. One charge of the Initiative is to help build and support a

national network of public and private literacy programs. We think that the

results of the survey on which we are reporting to you today have significant

implications for expanding resources for literacy. The survey was undertaken

at the request of the Initiative and in cooperation with the Federal Inter-

agency Committee on Education (PICE). FICE was established by Section 214

of the Department of Education Organization Act, which states that FICE

"shall study issues and make recommendations for assuring effective inter-

agency coordinatioL of Federal programs, policies and administrative practices

affecting education." Conducted by the Washington Consulting Group, the

Federal Literacy Management survey providen us with one tool for

accomplishing, in the words of the FICE statute, the "coordination of related

programs to assure that the recipients of Federal assistance are eficiently

and responsively served.v

The contents of this survey can enable literacy and adult education providers

to expand services by drawing from a variety of Federal resources. An

interagency committee, composed of policy professionals and led by Paul

Delker, the Director of Adult Education at the Department, constructed a

broad operational definition of literacy programs in keeping with the

definition of functional literacy, which is "the attainment of the

knowledge and skills, including reading, writing, speaking, listening,

computing and problem-solving normally associated with the ability to
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function at least at an 8th grade level in adult situations." Adult literacy

activities are defined in this report as formal or informal efforts, including

portions of broader programs, which aim at the development of functional

literacy. These activities includes programs for'Hasic Skills Training, Life

Skills, programs for non-English speaking adults, and programs which address

hindrances to literacy, such as learning disabilities or other handicaps. The

Executive Summary of the survey has been specifically designed to assist

eligible literacy providers in identifying Federal program participants who

they can support with their services.

Let me briefly review the key findings of the surveys

o There are 79 programs administered by 14 Federal agencies which

directly address literacy concerns, have a significant literacy-

related component, or permit State or local recipients to use

funds for literacy activities.

o For FY 1935, $347.6 million dollars were obligated for literacy

activities. This estimate includes scue funds appropriated for

programs with broad purposes including, but no; specifically

limited to, literacy. On the other hand, the authors were not

able to obtain estimates of spending on literacy from such major

literacy-related programs as the Job Corps and JTPA, so no funds

from these programs are included in the total.
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o Federal literacy programs address the needs of many different

populations and are directed toward a variety of goals. Special

rrograms have been designed for the elderly, Native Americans,

refugees, Federal prisoners, high school dropouts, the

handicapped, the unemployed, and the limited English proficient.

Many programs focus on assisting individuals to gain the skills

necessary to obtain employment or to live independently.

o There are significant unreported expenditures on literacy

activities in many Federal agencies. in some programs, literacy

activities are an integral part of the overall program, but

no separate dollar breakout for these activities is available.

In many formula grant programs, literacy is an authorized

activity, but the State or local entity reports expenditurez only

by hroad categories.

In addition to an Executive Summary,
the report contains detailed program

descriptions. I would like to call your attention to a few items of interest

in the detailed program descriptions.

1. The majority of programs surveyed did not provide information for

measuring or evaluating program success.

2. "Secondary programs," i.e. programs in which literacy is an allowable

activity and supports the primary objective
of the legislation, are typically

unable to report a specific percontage of
dollars or dollar amounts that go
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disadvantaged, handicapped, and limited English proficient adults. The

Initiative's role is to be a continuing sponsor and monitor of such

collaborative efforts.

2. Working with the Departments of Defense, Labor, and Commerce, the

Initiative has conducted a series of meetings to discuss field testing the

Army's newest basic skills computer software in civilian adult literacy and

vocational settings. We are also involving interested private sector

representatives,' as well as the States, in establishing a more systematic way

of disseminating Federally-developed technology for literacy. The significant

investment of tax dollars in Defense basic skills programs will continue to

be exploited for their possible benefits to the field of adult education.

Much of the information in this report will be useful to literacy providers

and adult educators because it identifies Federal programs administered at

the State and local level. The Secretary believes that the widest possible

variety of organizations should be involved in meeting the needs of adult

illiterates. Therefore, in partnership with Cambridge Book Company and

diverse literacy and adult education organizations, the Department intends to

disseminate this Survey as widely as possible. As an example of technology

transfer using the most modern means of telecommunications, we will make the

report available to all users of LitLine, which the Adult Literacy Initiative

jointly sponsors with the Mayer's Commission on Literacy in Philadelphia.

LitLine holds the promise of reaching an even broader audience if we can use

it to provide useful information, like the results of the FICE survey.
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All of the Department's adult literacy efforts are intended to strengthen and

develop the State and local aetworke which are rising to meet the challenge

of illiteracy. The Federal role in this effort is crucial; on that there is

a clear consenaua. The Secretary has indicated his commitment to Departmental

leadership on this issue, especially in those areas where it can make the most

difference. NI will be a spokesman during the ABC/PBS PLUS project and the

Dapartment will continue to provide support for PLUS' outreach activities. In

the areas of research, NAEP will be releasing this summer an in-depth

assessment of the functional literacy skills of young adults, aged 21 to 25.

It will be the mont in-depth asaensment to date of this age group. The Office

of Educational Research and Improvement will be conducting competitions for

the study of adult literacy in association with the new Reading Center

competition and will be sponsoring a conference this summer. The additional

$2 million which the Secretary has requested in next year's budget under the

Adult Education Act can be used for field research to identify the most

effective approaches for teaching adults.

With the coherent strategy the Department has in place--a strategy of

improving coordination, fostering the expansion of services through existing

programs,and improving literacy practice through making better research

available--the Secretary is committed to a strong Federal role in promoting

adult literacy. It is a strategy that aims at solutions, identifying'

nationally significant trends and practices while supporting flexible

responses to the problem at the community level.
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The role of the States and localities is especially significent, given the

discretion provided in the use of Federal funds through State aud community

grant programs. Program coordination, as envisioned by the FICE iurvey,

is crucial at those levels of government which can fashion the most

appropriate responses to the needs of its citizens.

We also know that only as education continues to improve in our elementary

and secondary schools--with better reading instruction, higher graduation

standards, and lower drop-out rstes--will we see a major reduction in

functional illiteracy over time. The Secretary has said, and prominent

practitioners and scholars agree, that remedial efforts among adults alone

will not solve this problem: the schools, with the support of parents and

other interested adults, must do their job of "stamping in literacy" during

those early years of education if America is to become a more literate

society.
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Chairman STAFFORD. Now the joint hearing will hear Ms.
Keeton.

TESTIMONY OF PATRICIA KEETON, COORDINATOR OF BASIC
SKILLS AND FOREIGN-BORN PROGRAMS, HOWARD COMMUNI-
TY COLLEGE, MD

Ms. KEETON. Senator Stafford, Mr. Hawkins, and members of the
committee, I am Patricia MacCarthy Keeton. I'm coordinator of
basic skills and foreign born programming at Howard Community
College. I'm also special project director for an assessment compo-
nent of Project MAPP, which is the Maryland Adult Performance
Program. This program is a combination of an assessment compo-
nent, an instructional component, and a management component
which will improve adult basic education programs in the State.

The assessment program is also an exemplary project of the na-
tional diffusion network. Today I represeni. the Joint Literacy
Action Group, and with me is Dr. Richard Long who will be glad to
entertain any questions. He is the chairman of the group.

The members of this group include representatives of a wide
range of literacy 'service providers, including professional adult
educators and volunteers. The group is also representative of a va-
riety of instructional modes and philosophies, and yet we have
come together because, despite the differences in our delivery of
the service, we all have a powerful mission that unites us in the
desire to assist millions of adults who cannot read at all, or those
millions who cannot read well enough to contribute to their com-
munity and to their society in general.

Of course, we're all aware of the reasons offered to explain this
dilemma in nur country. Whether it was that these adults did not
receive the proper education as children, or perhaps there are spe-
cial learning problems, even language barriers. It may also be that
their neighbors, their employers or their communities Ln general
lack concern for the difficulties that these people face from day to
day, or more likely, there exists a general lack of awareness.

However, this final issue would seem to be the one which will
provide the impetus needed to attack the problem. Obviously, in
order to begin to address the nationwide problem, we must call
upon our Nation and you, as our representatives, to show commit-
ment and support. As Mr. Duffy has so well explained today,
project Pun will forcefully bring an awareness of our need into
every living room in this country.

What will be the response? The awareness of the problem and
our current level of effort cannot eliminate illiteracy. However,
awareness may increase the national will to solve the problem.

What will be the response of Congress? One response, and the
one we advocate, is a program that will directly assist literacy pro-
grams in the expansion and improvement of their capacity to pro-
vide instructional services to adults.

Recent research by the national adult literacy project identifies
the characteristics of successful literacy programs. The main find-
ing is that programs with a commitment to integrate and system-
atically plan, implement and evaluate all components of their proc-

R-'t
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ess, or in other words, those that create a coherent system of adult
illiteracy instruction, are the most successful.

On the other hand, the national literacy study also confirms that
many literacy programs a ce overwhelmed to the point that day-to-
day operations are all they can hope to accomplish. Designing in-
structional programs to meet those individual needs of illiterate
adults or evaluating the current efforts and training their profes-
sional and volunteer staff are well beyond their capacity.

We have a unique opportunity now to capitalize on the expand-
ing interest of the private sector. There are strong indicators that
the private sector would increase its involvement if a partnership
with a national effort were facilitated. The Congress can develop a
collaborative program involving the public and the private sectors.

This program would encourage private contributions to specific
literacy programs, and allow for private contributions to a national
fund that specializes in literacy programs. This fund, with a signifi-
cant Federal contribution, would be governed by an independent
board. The board would set the criteria for the literacy program ap-
plications.

For example, a literacy provider would apply to the fund to add
a training component that would increase their professional and
volunteer competencies. The provider would obtain a matching
grant first, and then apply to the fund.

This proposal is a fairly simple one. The Congress is being asked
to create a national fund that would assist literacy programs to de-
velop better services with the help of the private sector. It would
not be a substitute for the Adult Education Act.

The Adult Education Act is the backbone of literacy program-
ming in the United States. I'm sure there will be numerous other
hearings on the illiteracy problem of adults. As you struggle to find
solutions, it could be easy to become overwhelmed by the idea that
millions, perhaps tens of millions of Americans, are functionally il-
literate.

We, the providers of literacy, are not discouraged. We deal with
these adults one by one. They have names and lives, just as we do.
They need our help. I hope that you will help respond.

Thank you.
Chairman STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Ms. Keeton, for a

very good statement.
[Prepared statement of Patricia Keeton follows:}
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* Illiteracy affects many Americans in many different
groups.

* There is disagreement as to the definition
of .illiteracy and litPracy.

* There is disagreement as to how to structure an
effective public policy to reduce illiteracy.

,rat the committee'has also heard some good news:

* Businesses are reaching: out to the community to
increase public aware:Aess, to impre,,2 the efficiency of
their workers and the effectivens.zs of their schools.

* Community based organizations are working with
the hard to reach illiterates in their communities.

* Librarians provide critical training and resources to
many illiterate adults.

* Professional adult educators are working in small
groups and classes in schools, community centers,
churches, industrial sites, and community colaeges.

* Volunteers are working with illiterate individuals
in one-to-one and small group settings in homes,
churches, community centers, and adult basic
education programs.

However, even with this vast diversity of services and options,
millions of adults cannot read at all. Millions more cannot
read well enough to benefit from or contribute to our society,
and the demands of our society for literate individuals are
expanding. Campaigns such as Project PLUS, a major national
awareness campaign beginning in the Fall, will raise awareness of
individuals concerning illiteracy, but it will also highlight the
fact that there are not enough programs available to teach all
the adults who are seeking services.

There are many reasons for illiteracy and marginal literacy
in the United States:

* Poor schooling,
* handicappino conditions,
* language barriers,
* a lack of access to quality services, and
* a lack of community concern for literacy.

Many suggestions have been offered to this Committee. Some
would require billions of dollars and others would require
billions of hours. However, a cohesive easily implemented
national action plan has not resulted from this discussion. The
lessons of literacy programs from other countries indicate that
the following factors are necessary:

2
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* National support,
* long-term political will,
* community involvement,
* coordination, and the
* development of outreach programs.

These hearings, the Administration's attention, the
activities of programs such as Project PLUS, the Coalition for
Literacy, BOOK-IT, and others; have increased, and will continue
to increase, public awareness of illiteracy in America.
However, awareness of the problem and the current alternatives
will not solve the dilemma of aeult illiteracy, it can only
create the national will for the Congress to act.

What is needed, ' -an be implemented now, is a program to
develop the capacity of a,1 the various literacy providers.
Capacity development is the ability of a literacy provider to
expand and improve their services. One of the significant
findings of the National Adult Literacy Project (NALP) funded by
the National Institute of Education is that literacy programs ere
frequently overwhelmed; offering minimal services requires all of
their resources. Improving services by developing local
materialsp.designing effective programs for each adult in need,
evaluating current services, and/or training for professionals
and volunteers, is frequently outside the realm of the program.

Programs and projects can be improved and pxpanded, but the
means must be created. The Federal government needs to enact a
program which takes advantage of the wide-ranging private and
public services available in the nation. This expansion of
services can be managed without any organization fearing the loss
of its identity or its flexibility as volunteer, community-
based, or professional provider; the object would be to improve
each organization with additional training, improvement of
management, and/or access to evaluation programs.

The unique advantage that our proposal capitalizes on now,
is the broadening interest of the private sector. The private
sector has been and is supporting many literacy programs,
services, and projects. However, there are strong indications
that the private sector would expand its efforts if it was in
partnership with a national effort. The Congress could develop a
private/public cooperative program that encourages private
contribution to specific state and local literacy programs and
allows for private contribution to a national fund specializing
in literacy programs. This fund, with a significant Federal
contribution, could be governed by an independent board (half the
members appointed by the Congress, the other half by the
Executive branch). The board could set the requirements for all
providers, traditional and non-traditional. They would direct
the program to make grants to projects that:

3
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* Develop state literacy resources,

* target programs in areas of high concentrations of
illiterate or semi-literate adults,

* impact programs in areas of illiteracy that are hard
to reach, and

* evaluate the process and outcomes of the funded
projects, and disseminates the findings.

To demonstrate enterpreneural spirit and creativity, the
provider would first approach a private or public source of
support for a matching grant (not necessarily a one to one match)
and then apply to the national fund. Thus, national fund would
not have to conduct exhaustive reviews of the proposals, but
rather could use the level of local support as an indication of
the value of the proposal to reach those who need the services.
However, the board would have to also be sensitive to the needs
of communities where no matching funds area available and would
be required to provide access to funds to create new services in
such cases.

This proposal is fairly simple. The Congress is being asked
to create a national fund that would assist literacy programs in
developing better services by constructing a fund to attract
private contributions. It is not a substitute for the Adult
Education Act. The Adult Education Act is the mainstay of the
literacy movement. The Congress needs to expand the funding for
that program, as well as to support the identification and
dissemination of the results of effective research and practice
relating to adult learning.

Millions of Americans are in need of literacy services.
Their needs are different, their abilities are different, and the
services that meet their needs are different. Ideally, the
Congress should legislate a massive multi-year capacity
development, research, and service oriel 'ed program. However a
strong multi-million dollar, multi-year capacity development
program would be a good first step.

We are not discouraged, we are challenged.

Thank you.
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Chairman STAFFORD. Before we go to questions, the Chair notes
that Congressman Gunderson has come into the room. Do you have
any statement you wish to make, Mr. Gunderson?

Mr. GUNDERSON. NO.
Chairman STAFFORD. All right. Then while we're waiting for

Chairman Hawkins and Mr. Martinez to get back here, I will have
a few questions to address to the witnesses who have favored uswith their advice and presence this morning.

Mr. Duffy, while I was talking about the Burke family, it sudden-
ly occurred to me that one of my neighbors in the little city of Rut-
land where I grew up and where I still own a home which is my
legal residence was a gentleman named Frank Duffy who--

Mr. DuFFY. Frank Duffy, sir.
Chairman STAFFORD. Frank Duffy, who was our Postmaster. His

father ahead of him was the national committeeman of the party I
don't belong to, but that did not prevent our being neighbors and
good friends. I piesume you 'can't claim relationship to that par-
ticular Duffy, but he was a very nice man.

Mr. DuFFY. Thank you very much. I have found, since our Amer-
ican Television a new campaign on the air that there are a lot ofDuffys in this country, and a lot of them claim they're my relative,
and a lot of them want some money. So I'm not sure about this
one.

Chairman STAFFORD. Well, I've had a somewhat similar experi-
ence, except they realize I haven't any money, so they haven'tasked for it.

Mr. DuFFY. Nor do I, sir.
Chairman STAFFORD. Mr. Duffy, how can ABC/PBS venture en-

courage other such initiatives from the private sector?
Mr. DUFFY. Well, I think that's already happening, Senator Staf-ford. From the time we began on December 10, the list simply has

grown to now there are over 100 organizations from the private
sector, volunteer organizations, service organizations, who have
joined into Project PLUS, bothand I think this is so important
on the national level, and then going down to the local community
level where the problem really is.

I think, again, the most important thing we'll see as this rollsalong, and especially after we go on the air in September, this will
kind of feed on itself and will keep expanding and expanding, notjust in 1 year but, hopefully, for years down the line.

Chairman STAFFORD. I gather from what you've said then that
you expect there will be a followup program to the public aware-
ness campaign that you described to us?

Mr. DUFFY. I think there will be a continuing program. Whatwe're doing in the 1986-87 season is putting an enormous concen-
tration on the problem of illiteracy that will bring literally hun-
dreds of millions of impressions of all different kinds, hard news,
dramatic story lines, interviews, et cetera. But this will be revisit-
ed. Again, I think it will grow as we go through the years.

Chairman STAFFORD. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. Haigler, a report released by the Center for Statistics in

April 1986 verifies that adult education programs are the backbone
of the adult literacy efforts in the Nation. These programs are
funded under provisions of the Adult Education Act. So my ques-
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tion to you is: In your judgment, how is the Adult Education Actworking? What do you see as its strengths and weaknesses in ad-
dressing adult illiteracy?

Mr. HAIGLER. Well, I've spent a lot of time reading the Adult
Education Act and the regulations that govern the distribution of
funds. It's a State managed program and, as you know, gives dis-
cretion to the State to come up with a plan to best meet the re-
sponses, needs, that is, illiteracy needs of their particular popula-
tions. I think that's all for the good.

I thinkand that's a strength, and it is the backbone, the Adult
Basic Education Program is a backbone for delivery of services
when one looks at illiteracy in isolation. It does things such as
basic literacy, zGro to fourth grade reading level. It has GED, as I
mentioned in my comments earlier, English as a second language.
And from State to State the needs vary. We know that from our
ILP study. The needs for illiteracy in various States vary signifi-
cantly. The need in California is different from the need in Ken-
tucky. We can tell that from our breakdown of illiteracy problems
throughout the States.

I would say, however, that the expansion of servicesthat term
in the Adult Education Act must include in the expansion of serv-
ices, as inatended by Congress, a diversity of literacy organizations
to meet this need. That includes volunteer programs. That includes
for profit programs, as stated in the act. That includes communitybased organizations.

If you look at the State plan and the people who are supposed to
be involved in developing that plan, it seems to me it's a tremen-
dous opportunity and a tremendous tool to promote the kind of co-
ordination on the State and local level that I think would be the
most vital ingredient for the kind of coordination that we need to
be doing at the Federal !wel.

So I think the way it's structured and what's intended in the act
is absolutely supportive of what the President's intent has been all
along with the initiative, and that is heli.ing bring in more groups
to provide literacy services as a way of expanding services for the
illiterate adult.

Chairman STAFFORD. Thank you. Ms. Keeton, what do you think
of the Department of Education's census data survey results?

Ms. KEETON. Well, sir, I did read the test. I have testified to the
fact that I have worked in the assessment component for the last 2
years. My reaction would be taken from the statements of the
people who originally put the test together, and that it was never
designed to be a measure of literacy. It was designed to assist those
people questioning recipients of welfare, and whether or not those
folks could understand the bureaucratese in the forms.

So given that information and my own personal view of the test,
it would seem that it was not designed to do what it reportedly did.

Chairman STAFFORD. Thank you very much. Thank you all.
I'm going to turn now to my cochairman, Chairman Hawkins.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Senator Stafford. May I make an ob-

servation, because I think that I would like to commend all of thewitnesses for their ideas. I'm sorry, Ms. Keeton, we didn't hear
yours. I think the public awareness idea that ABC is doing is excel-
lent. However, I'm concerned about what goes beyond that public
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awareness when the public is made thoroughly aware of what theproblem is, the magnitude of the problem. They become aroused;
they want to do something.

They will turn to agencies and services that are mentioned and
will be turned away, as they already are. If we arouse individuals
to do something about their problem and they fmd themselves in aposition of being denied an opportunity to do something, you lead
to frustration. That's what Fm greatly concerned about now.

Despite the fact that, as Mr. Haig ler has said about the Adult
Education Act being really the backbone of literacy programs foradults, that program has been cut by thirty percent since 1981.
Education programs in general have been cut back by over 22 per-cent. So that when we begin to make people aware of what the
problem is and then say to them that, sure, preschool education is
great; every child should be in preschool education, some of theStates are moving to do so. And yet we have reduced that programdrastically, up to the point only 18 percent of the young kids 3 and4 years old are now able to take advantage of it. Will this public
awareness get to the core of the problem? Will there be anymethod whereby we will reverse this trend?

We are actually creating illiterates at the same time that we're
talking about the magnitude of the problem, and wcere doing veulittle about it. We haven't had a education initiative shim the mid.-
1960's, nothing to brag about. And we're whittling away at those
that we have evaluated to be good. We're cutting back on them, be-
cause of the obsession about a balanced budget. Now how are wegoing to get beneath this and actually have something tangible todo something about the problem? And. I'm not criticizing what anyof you have suggested. I think it's good, and it isn't a criticism ofwhat you will be doing. But somewhere, someplace, we are notdoing the job, and we're falling behind as a nation.

The Commission on Excellence in Education a very fine commis-sien just rendered 2 years ago under this adininistration, I think,
indicated we are a nation at risk. And yet, being a nation at riskwe are not doing the things that will remove the causes of thisproblem.

It just seems to me to have the public awareness, although thatis excellent as a first step, we're not willing to take the second orth2 third step in order to do something about it. Are we going tocontinue to cut back on Adult Education Act, as we are going te duprobably this year, at the salt 3 time that we're talking about the
problem? Are we going to get beneath the public awareness issue
and do something to incrementally at leaat zacpand thwe programs
that are successful, that have proved to be successful, to actuallyreach the problem of young people who can't read and who aredenied that opportunity. Then, as Governor Baffles said, we're
going towhen they get to prison, then we're going to try, because
we have a captive audience, say that if you can't read your releasewill be jeopardized. It seems to me that's excellent, but it's notenough.

I just question whether or not we're going to end up in 1986 in
the same stew that we've been in, and nobody is going to do verymuch about it. I don't know who should respond to that problem,because it isn't justI'm not blaming you, but somebody is going to
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have to do something more than what we are n planning to do,
and this committee has tried to grapple with that, problem, and no
one is willing to say, look what you'ie doing. Your budget cuts are
wrong, and they're not balancing the budget, and we should do
something about that.

Business executives, I think, are beginning to makehave some
awareness of it, and I think they have indicated support for these
programs. And yet we can't somehow get support in the Congress.

Mr. DUFFY. Congressman Hawkins, may I just speak to the first
part of your question with an observation. I can't speak to the
budget cuts and the Congress and so forth. But as far as the aware-
ness raising phase is concerned, that's why I stated in my remarks
that it is preceded by the outreach program. The fact is that there
is a 10 month campaign across the country. There are now 200 task
forces being put into place by the private sector that can take these
learners when the awareness raising phrase comes, so that they
will have a place to go.

Now we're very, very sensitive to the factand the question has
been asked, and quite rightly sowill this enormous awareness
bring too many learners, so that they won't have a place to go?
Will they be put back in the shadows, so to speak? We'i.e very sen-
sitive to that.

What we're trying to do is, even if in communities there is not a
place to go, but there will be a place to go, that a credo, some
guidelines be drawn so that those people in that community, those
task forces or that task force can respond properly to the learner;
because it's going to be tough enough to get them out anyway, be-
cause they're embarrassed or humiliated and so forth.

Incidentally, in our programming we're sensitive to that, too, on
how it's portrayed. But I believeI sincerely believe that with this
all-out effort that does inch* public educators ns part of this over-
all campaign, this will, as said before, feed on itself so something
will be done. And as we feel progress, as learners come out and
start to learn and read and write and comprehend and enjoy their
lives, more and more will happen.

We have been asked, why didn't you wait then until the outreach
program, until you resecure, until you're 1,000 percent? Well, we
could do that; but we'd never get to that goal line, in my opinion.
By stating that we will start with this awareness raising phase in
September, we've seen an enormous response from Government,
from Governors, from mayors, from the private sector, from the
business onalition for effective literacy, as a matter of fact, that
really now is gratifying to us. Maybe not the end result, but as we
said many times, let us begin, because it's a very, very positive
step.

Chairman HAWKINS. Let me just simply suggest one thing, Mr.
Duffy.

Mr. DUFFY. Yes, sir.
Chairman HAWKINS. To you and, obviously, I'm not on the pay-

roll of the ABC or anyone in that capacity shouldn't be telling you
what to do, because you're doing a pretty good job doing what
you're doing, but the impression is given that some children can't
learn and that we're not going to spend V, ny money on those chil-
dren. I hope that this public awareness will include some good
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models around the country where the people have the determina-tion to do something about illiteracy and stop it at the very begin-
ning so that we don't become adults not being able to read.We have a good program in Prince Georges County where 3
years ago their schools were behind the national standards, 60 per-cent are black and Hispanics and so forth. They have been able to
demonstrate that they can turn that situation around. I can tell
you the same thing about Jackson, MS, about some cities in Michi-
gan, St. Louis, MO, and other places where schools are succeedingin addressing the problem of minorities segregatedyes, segregat-ed and with the denial of resources and, in spite of the cutbacks
are teaching children how to read, and they're doing a good job ofit.

Now this idea that you don't throw money at the problem. Well,that's true, but it does take a little money. It doesn't take a great
deal of it. It takes a lot of dedication and some money. You can'tjust continue to cut budgets and think that that's going to produce
literates. It just isn't going to do it. You need some encouragementat the local districts and someeven my own State of California.
We have a constitutional limit. We can't increasethe State can't
increase anymore its funding for the schools, but it's suffering from
a decrease in Federal funds for these special groups such as thelimited English speaking groups, those from family backgrounds
that don't have readers in the home, and so forth. These are thefine things that Bennett says should be done, but they're sufferingthese cutbacks.

I would like to see at least some attempt made to show that suc-
cess can be done, and that we can teach every child to read. If westart soon enough, we can do itand show some of these success
stories on how they have done it. That way, maybe embarrass someof the other districts. Even my own district, Valley Unified School
District, is doing a lousy job. I'd like to see them embarrassed by
saying, well, look, if the kids in Jackson, MS can do it, if they cando it in Prince George's County, if they can do it in St. Louis, the
same type of kids, why is it that you aren't doing the job, too? AndI hope that maybe some way I can subversively get some of my par-ticipation in some of your programs in that way by you doing it.

Mr. DurFy. Well, I think what you've said is very important, andthere's no question about the fact that we have to approach it from
various angles, and through interviews, through story lines, dra-matic story lines that have an impact, or through observations on asports program, show that even though it seems impossible, they
can learn. And we intend to use learners, those peopie who havebeen unable to read or write and who now, over a period of time,
have learned to read and write, comprehend and so forth, will be
on public service announcements. But that isn't just at the nation-al level.

I think, most importantly, what you said there is in individual
communities through the individual stations, that that be pointedout that here in this community, in Los Angeles or whatever it is,this has happened, and it can happen.

Everybody seems to think that this problem is someplace elseexcept in our own hometown and, as you know, it's not. It's inevery hometown.
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Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you. Thank you, Senator.
Chairman STAFFORD. Thank you, Mr. Hawkins.
Mr. Good ling.
Mr. GOODLING. Let me make one quick observation and ask two

questions. First of all, I'm sorry that I'm late. We are having a
little problem getting a budget resolution on the President's desk
that was due April 15th. We're in budget conference. We were
dobg well until this week. Now we seem to be going backward.

Chairman STAFFORD. I was going to say, what else is new?
Mr. GOODLING. Of course, I think, and have said this for many

years, that functional illiteracy is the most serious problem we
have in the country. At one time, many illiterate people could get
jobs and keep jobs and take care of their families, -but that time is
gone forever. "Now the job demands are so great that, as a matter
of fact, employers, can't worry about are they literate or not, but
they have to worry about, how do they retrain for the next job?

My hope is to be here long enough to see government on all
levels and the private sector develop what I call a four-story house.I think that the only way you can do very much about this situa-
tion is to attack it from all levels in the family or, otherwise, it just
repeats and repeats and repeats.

My home would have the parents on the first floor in the
evening learning to be lirzrate, and on the second floor would be
the early childhood youngsters, and on the third floor of the house
would be the kindergarten, first and second graders. Then on the
fourth floor would be the older children under real supervision inrelationship to the work that they are trying to accomplish in
school.

The chairman and I started to build this house yesterday with
the help of the committee. Again, it wasn't anything big, but it was
an awareness kind of thing that the chairman was talking about.
My part of the bill was the Even Start Act which is trying to deal
with the illiteracy question and, above all, deal with the question
in such a way that you are dealing with the children and the par-
ents at the same time.

So while you're helping the parents to become literate, you are
also helping the parents to develop some skills that will help them
do the preschool reading readiness kind of things that many other
families do so that the child will have an even start once they getto first grade.

Having said that, I would ask two questions, Mr. Haig ler. First of
all, in your survey, did you find any programs that combined early
childhood education with adult education, children with their par-
ents, to address illiteracy?

Mr. HAIGLER. Congressman Good ling, the survey per sey did not
identify. However, we know under chapter 1 that there is eligible
the funds are eligible currently to be used for those kinds of activi-ties.

I also know from talking to people in the field in your home
State of Pennsylvania, this is actually being done by the demon-
stration site for Penn State University. It's also being done in Ar-
kansas in chapter 1 funds.

We know in Kentucky they're doing our programSharon Dar-
ling, I believe, testified in front of your committee to the fact that
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they are doing an Even Start activity funded by the State of Ken-
tucky, $1.2 million over the next 2 years.

So the concept is a sound one. MyTo let you know in the con-
text of our survey which tries to identify programs that are already
in place, that are eligible for adult literacy activities to take place,
not necessarily mandating them but making them eligible for that
kind of support. Chapter 1 is certainly one of those, and people
throughout the country are becoming more aware of that, and
we're going to make them more aware of it, working with our
chapter 1 director as well as with the distribution of this su: y.

We think it's going to alert a number of people to the resou.kes
that are available in Federal programs already.

I would like, if I could, comment in that context on other pro-
grams within the Department that don't necessarily have adult lit-
eracy, adult education next to them, but the same concept applies.
For instance, the Secretary has asked for $75 million to go into a
teacher effectiveness fund, as you know, for secondary and elemen-
tary teachers.

There is no reason that money in the secondary component, par-
ticularly, couldn't go for teacher training institutes for adult educa-
tors, particularly for the GED. Also, there are other programs such
as citizenship orexcuse me, legal education, a $2 million pro-
gram. There is no reason that money could not be used to teach
adults in the context of teaching them about legal documents that
they might have to sign or legal concepts that they may need to be
aware of.

There is no cutback, by the way, in the adult education budget. I
just want to say that. There's no cutback in chapter 1. There's no
cutback inthat is in the budget request for fiscal year 1987 in
special education or in bilingual education.

One comment also about the---
Chairman HAWKINS. Would the gentleman yield? You say there's

no cutback in adult education. It has been at $100 million, has it
not, since 1981?

Mr. HAIGLER. Yes, sir. It started out--
Chairman HAWKINS. So it has not been adjusted. In constant dol-

larsWhat are weThose are the dollars we spend, isn't it true? If
there's been a depreciation due to inflation----

Mr. HAIGLER. I didn't understand that qualification.
Chairman HAWKINS. You say there's no cutback, but youwe're

talking about constant dollars. In terms of constant dollars, is it
not true that the amount has been reduced?

Mr. GOODLING. Those are constant ones that you spend. I have to
borrow mine in order to spend it.

Mr. HAIGLER. I didn't understand your qualification there.
Chairman HAWKINS. When you say there has not been a cutback

in funds for a program, I am simply saying is that true if you're
talking about constant dollars, the same type of dollars that the
Pentagon spends?

Mr. HAIGLER. Well, the requestI haven't done those kind of cal-
culations, but I didn't understand that to be your point in termsof--

Chairman HAWKINS. Well, I just want to call attention to the
fact that your statement said there has not been any cutbacks
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would seem to be in direct contrast to the statement that I made. I
was talking about constant dollars, and you are talking about dol-
lars as of 1981.

Mr. HAIGLER. Well, it seems to me, it's fair to say that inflation
under this administration has declined significantly. So we have a
lot more constant dollars to talk about than we did previously. But
I understand your point now, sir. I just wanted to make sure that
In absolute dollars, as we would say, as the public would view those
figures, there hasn't been a cutback proposed in adult education by
Secretary Bennett for fiscal year 1987. I just wanted to make that
point for the record.

Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Duffy, I would ask you, since surveys that we
see show that youngsters watch 4 to 5 hours of television a day,
and I imagine many more in many other households, do you have
any plans to place educational programming such as Sesame Street
and so on, on TV during prime child viewing times?

Mr. DuFFY. No. We don't, as of this moment, Congressman Good-
ling. What we have found in national television is that the best
way to reach childrenand we got pretty deeply involved in this in
the early seventiesis not through long form educational program-
ming in prime time, but in shorter vignettes with pro social values,
as we do on Saturday morning with Scholastic Rock and History
Rock and Science Rock and science tips and so forth, and put those
pro social values into entertainment programming so that the
awareness level and attitudes come out of that rather than long
form programming that, our experience has been, they simply
won't watch in any considerable numbers.

Consequently, we have been working on that for a long time and
think we've made some progress.

Mr. GOODLING. Thank you.
Chairman STAFFORD. Than]. you, Congressman Goodling.
Congressman Martinez.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, Senator Stafford, Mr. Chairman. I

want to get back to one point that our chairman, Mr. Hawkins,
was trying to make. And let me not ask the question, but make the
statement; because it's an absolutely true statement.

Where the budget has been constant and there's been no cut, the
dollar today from what it was in 1981 buys only two-thirds of the
service it did then. So the budget has really been cut by one-third,
because it's not kept abreast of the cost-of-living increases. So we
actually have one less third.

To say simply that we haven't made a cut, or we're not making a
cut, or there's been no cut is belying the fact that you have made a
cut, because you haven't kept abreast of what it takes to buy that
service. And that's a fact.

Going back to the study that you've referred to several times
here, Mr. Haigler, that recently released survey by the Census
Bureau that was initiated by the Department of Education indi-
cates that 13 percent of all the adults in the United States are illit-
erate. But what's more amazing about that is that, of that rate, 50
percent almost-48 percentare people whose language was not
English. And therein lies a big problem, and that's one of the rea-
sons why I've introduced the English Proficiency Act of 1986,
asking for the moneys that I think that Ms. Keeton referred to
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that we need; because unlessand I know the other side of theaisle says you can't throw money at the problem, but this is a prob-
lem that needs money. You're going to need the money to do thejob. All the media attention that you give itand the public aware-
ness that you getis very important to help those of us in Con-gress who feel that we need to have money to do this job. I think
this is going to raise the public consciousness to support it.

I was, you know, touring around the country onholding sub-committee hearings Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities;
and it was referred io that the JPTA moneypart of that was used
for English proficiency. How that comes aboutand I don't know
how you can actually measure how much of it is done, because I'm
sure that there are a lot of programs, training programs, going on
that do the same thing that they do in San Jose.

When these people come in to get trained, because as Mr. Carxt-ling has outlined, the technology is changing, the job descriptions
are changing, job needs, training needs are changing, it's not likethe old days when you could go out and get a job in a steel mill and
they could teach you what you needed to know right there. Now
you have to have some knowledge, technical knowledge, to get into
some of these nther jobs, especially in the Silicon Valley and SanJose.

What the San Jose Training Cen!-,er has done, in realizing whenthese people came in they had language barrier problems and theyhad definitely English proficiency problems, they developed what'scalled a feeder class. In a relatively short time they take these
people and they give them the remedial skills they need to under-stand to read and write English and read and write the forms thatthey need to fill out and the forms that they need to do to make
reports on the kind of a job they're going to have now. Then theyabsorb to a much greater extent the training that they receive,which is a plus.

I think too much is done about studying and deciding how we'regoing to do, and I want to commend Ms. Keeton and her group; be-cause they have the plan of action that we should adopt. After youmake the American people aware of what the problem is and thatthere is a severe problem and a very serious one, then we need to
take action of doing what needs to be done. And that's just simply
teaching them. Teaching them is the simple solution to the prob-lem.

Now I just heard in the hallway one of my colleagues say that
and, surprisingly, from a colleague that I would have never expect-ed itthat, hey, those that are going to learn are going to learn in
the system we have, and those that don't want to learn aren't
going to learn. That's not the problem at all.

The problem is, like I related, 48 percent of them having lan-
guage barrier problemsI have one, toolanguage barrier prob-lems that have to be corrected at an early age, and they're not.
That's why I support Mr. Goodling's legislation called Even Start,because we get to doing something about the problem early.

Understand that a lot of these bilingual children never had agood sense of grammar, which is the basis of language learning, in
the language that they spoke, sometimes in Spanish and sometimes
in the Asian languages. "Understand that a lot of the criticism of
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bilingual education is aimed at the Hispanics because everybody
seems to see that it's only for Hispanics, but that's not true either.

In fact, the one case in California that brought about the need
for bilingual education was not brought about by Hispanics but
brought about by a Chinese gentleman. So that is, you know, a
very misunderstood situation in the United States.

I think that in reading your testimony and listening to your tes-
timony, Mr. Duffy, several questions arose in my mind. One is:
When you talk about the coordinators, what are those coordinators
going to do exactly? Are they going to direct these people that call
in to the programs that are really going to provide that service,
that service that I talk about which is essentially teaching them?

Mr. DUFFY. I'm going to ask Dr. Harr to respond to that.
Mr. HARR. The illiteracy coordinators at the ABC and PBS sta-tionstheir job is to try to work with community resources to

bring a task force into existence, a communitywide task force or co-
alition that may represent all elements in the community, busi-
ness, labor, the churches, city hall, the media. So their role is one
of initiative to try to get that process started, and in the course of
doing that perhaps to expand training opportunities where church-
es, employee associations, business firms, might begin to make
space available and do more by way of volunteer programs.

So that's their role. This is kind of an initiative and convening
roie. Then, of course, as the awareness raising begins, to work in
their local station with local programming that will be tailored to
that community. So they're not literacy service providers, if that's
your question.

Mr. MARTINEZ. But they're going to try to find the people that
are literacy providers?

Mr. HARR. Try to generate community action, because that's
where the problem has to be dealt with. That's where people live
and work and can have access to training, if we can provide those
opportunities. So they'll try to generate activity rather than try to
pose as literacy providers themselves, because they're not. They're
television people.

Mr. MARTINEZ. I think the important part of public awareness is
that when the public becomes aware and they look someplace for
the service, that there is somebody there to tell themdirect them
where they need to go for that service.

One of the things about almost anything the government does is
outreach. So many people don't know what's available or what the
government does provide, or what's available to them to overcome
a problem they have.

Mr. Duffy, you alluded in your testimony, too, to the fact that
certain kinds of programming, you're going to have interviews of
people that are going to talk of the problem of raising awareness.
Has anything been done in regards to having actual lesson pro-
gramming? We know that one of the great vehicles in some educa-
tion systems is the television in classrooms where tapes and cas-
settes of a particular subject matter are played, and the students
seem to learn even to a greater extent from that. Is anything like
that going to be done?

Mr. DUFFY. Yes. Across the country in manyI was going to say
several, but many communities, they are planning to do that in
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their respective communities. They can do that best where they
can facilitate where the people can be and have a group or one-on-
one along with the on-the-air programming.

As far as national programming is concerned, we don't feel
thatat least at this juncture, that that really is effective and canwork that well.

I want to make a comment, if I may, on your other question
which is a good one. One of the unique qualities we have here with
the national television system is we can convene, even on a closed
circuit, to bring those working forces in various communities into
studios across the country to link it to what the national program
is and give "how to do's."

We just did that, as a matter of fact. We just didPBS just did
June 2, and then we will have another closed circuit to all of our
stations across the country in the middle part of July, and theywill ask these work forces that are now expanding to come in. Ithink this makes our program different than anything that's been
done before.

Mr. MARTINEZ. I'III looking forward to it, and I think it is great;because I think that not many or not enough people have really
been aware of the problem that we have. It's been like they swept
it under the rug. They don't want to face it. They want to find
other reasons that these people aren't able to take advantage of the
opportunities that exist or even present themselves for those oppor-
tunities. So I think it's very important.

Mr. HARR. Just one other comment, Congressman Martinez, on
the question of TV instruction in the cla isroom. It can be a usefultool, and it can supplement. One of our stations, our affiliated sta-
tion in Daroit, for example, is going to produce 30 half-hours of areading course that will be presented over the air in the Detroit
area, which is really kind of a first for a commercial television sta-tion. But they know that they're not going to teach people to read
in 6 weeks, you know, 5 days a week for 30 days, but they do hope
to overcome the inhibition and the barrier and to begin to prepare
people so they can then follow up and get into a course. The pur-
pose really is to stimulate that.

Also, public television will be presenting 43 half-hours of a GED
course which, I think, can be very useful. But that also probablywill work best in conjunction with tutors or learning centers.

Mr. MARTINEZ. I'Ill really glad you said that, Mr. Harr, and I'lltell you why, because people don't realize, too, that many times
people don't come forward for the instruction that is available be-
cause they feel from the point they're starting, they're embar-rassed to go forward.

When I was walking precincts in my district, I found a lot ofpeople like that, that didn't speak English well and were embar-rassed to go to the adult education classes and take the subject, be-
cause everybody would make fun of them. That's an embarrass-
menta real embarrassment that people live with. Maybe the
more aggressive and the more eager people will overcome that anddo it, but there's a lot of people that need somebody to push them
that first little nudge that will get them to doing it. I think thatyou're right.
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Regarding the Adult Education Act, in that act does it mandate
that adult education courses teach English proficiency in the differ-
ent school districts, local school districts? Don't the local school dis-
tricts have the option to determine what classes are taught in the
adult education system?

Mr. HAIGLER. Well, they have that option, and it would be in
it's not mandated, because the plan would be responsive to what-
ever the needs are in that community; but we do know that ESL,
English as a second language, probably ranks third only to basic
literacy and GED in terms of programs acrou the country that do
literacy. ESL is typically third, and in sections such as the south-
west, California, New York, Florida, other States, they would be
more responsive in terms of ESL because of the greater need.

We know, for instance, my trip to California in October, I was
told that 80 percent of the programs there, public and private, do
English as a s3cond language. Of course, that's not only dealing
with Hispanics, as you mentioned, because of the varied nature of
the ESL problem. You have classes in adult education and in local
volunteer programs that teach as many as 12 to 15people with 12
to 15 different languages. So English as a second language is a very
large component, of course, in those States and those communities,
where there is that kind of need.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Has the Department of Education bothered to try
to find out how much of the need is being serviced?

Mr. HAIGLER. Well, that's difficult to do, because the difference
is, it would have to do with those people being served and those
people who need the service. And that's hard to do, other than try
to do it in a national sample.

What we find locally is that people mighz, have a better idea
than that, but as you know, in an area that iFJ when you call it a
hidden problem and then try to find out numbers about a hidden
problem, it is going to be a rather elusive figure to get hold of.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Let me put it another way. Then if you knew
simply that there were waiting lists in those kinds of classes in
local schools in the adult education system, wouldn't you say that
there was a shortage of money to provide the services?

Mr. HAIGLER. That would be one inference you could draw. An-
other inference you might draw is that there needs to be a better
referral system. In other words, if there's a waiting list in one pro-
gram, there mightand I heard about this, as a matter of fact, in
my visit to California--

Mr. MARTINEZ. That's why I bring it up.
Mr. HAIGLER. Excuse me?
Mr. MARTINEZ. This is why I bring it up, because it's apparent in

my district that community-based organizations are now doing it
on a volunteer basis because thwie people can't get into the adult
education system in the schools that are providing that.

Mr. HAIGLER. What I'm saying isand I think what the PLUS
project is doing is a very good example of what needs to happen in
all communities, is where literacy providers get together, and when
there is a problem of a waiting list and say, in an ABE or other
programs, there needs to be a referral system where people are tar-
geted for the program that best addresses their needs.
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So if you have a waiting list in one program and there's another
program that's got a recruitment problem, that tells you you got a
problem which is referral, which is lack of coordination.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Well, let me simply say that in my district it's afact that there is not enough--there are not enough facilities there
to provide the need, and there are peoplp that are waiting. There
are community-based organizations. You referred to the need of
using community-based organizations. I think you're absolutely
right, because they don't have the rigid structure that a school
system has, and they can be more flexible with their hours and ev-erything else and provide a better service. And they're doing it
from a real genuine concern of what happens in that community.
So I think that's an important component, and my bill addresses
that, that 50 percent of the monies thatwe're asking to be allocat-ed for this English proficiency program is directed toward commu-
nity-based clrganizations.

Thank you, Mr. Stafford.
Chairman STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Congressman. For

the joint two committees that have held this hearing, we want to
again express our appreciation to all of the witnesses who have
come and helped us address the problem of illiteracy this morning.

So with that, we'll say the joint committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:54 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
Material submitted for inclusion follows:]

[From the New York Times, Apr. 12, 1986]

THIRTEEN PERCENT OF U.S. ADULTS ARE ILLITERATE IN ENGLISH, A FEDERAL STUDY
FINDS

(By Leslie Maitland Werner)
WASHINGTON, April 20.Thirteen percent of the adults living in the UnitedStates are illiterate in English, a study by the Census Bureau has found.
According to the study's supervisor, the illiteracy rate for adult Americans whose

native language is English was 9 percent. For adults whose native language is notEnglish, the illiteracy rate clhnbed to 48 percent. A large portion of those peopleare, by their own account, probably literate in their native language, accorg tothe study.
The literacy test, given by the Census Bureau to 3,400 adults in the United Statesin 1982, was the first of its kind conducted by the Government, according to RobertE. Barnes, acting director of the Education Department's planning and technical

analysis division, who supervised the project. Mr. Barnes said the survey, which wasconducted in the homes of those tested, had a margin of sampling error of one totwo percentage points.

PREVIOUS ESTIMATE MUCH SMALLER

Of the native English-speakers who failed the test, 70 percent had not finishedhigh school, and 42 percent had earned no money in the year before they weretested.
Mr. Barnes said that the test results provide a much more accurate portrayal of

the nation's illiteracy problem than did the Census Bureau's previout estimate, in1979, theat only one-half of one percent ofAmericans over the age of 14 were illiter-ate.
"Many estimates of illiteracy have relied on impressionistic evidence or inferencesfrom a single variable such as years of school completed," Mr. Barnes said. The tinyfigure that the Census Bureau reported in 1979, for instance, reflected its definitionof literate people as those who said they have obtained a Fifth-grade education.
The new study shows that for adultri 20 to 40 years old whose native language isEnglish, the illiteracy problem was 10 times greater than it would have appeared if

literacy had been claimed as meaning five years of schooling, Mr. Barnes said.
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ABILITY TO PERFORM TASKS

A number of other studies, however, have painted an even grimmer picture than
that presented by the survey. The most widely accepted study, published by theUni-
versity of Texas in 1975, examined adult performance levels in terms of "functional
competency," including skills in communication, computation, problem-solving andinterpersonal relations.

That study, the Adult Performance Level Project, found that almost 20 percent of
American adults were unable to perform everyday adult tasks. Another 34 percent
could perform the tasks, but not proficiently, the study found.

In judging adult performance, that test evaluated such skills as the ability to read
a help-wanted ad in a newspaper, or write a grocery list.

By contrast, a new study, the English Language Proficiency Survey, was drawn
more narrowly. "One could easily make a case for a higher standard of literacy"
than the one the new test employed, Mr. Barnes said.

"When I look at the test, I almost think I could pass it if it were given in Egyp-
tian hieroglyphics," Mr. Barnes said. "I wanted a conservative estimate. I didn't
want to be accused of setting too high a standard."

"I could imagine giving people a three-page text and asking them to write a one
paragraph summary and having a reult of 85 percent adult illiteracy, including col-
lege grmduates," Mr. Barnes said. "So I don't think we found the right number. I
think we found a floor."

MULTIPLE CHOICE TEST

The Census Bureau test was of the multiple-choice variety. The reading portion
called for choosing the best of four possible meanings for a specific word or phrase
in a sentence.

One problem read, "The patient has the right to ask for information about his
sickness." For "sickness," the test offered four potential synonyms: "benefits, busi-
ness, expenses, illness."

Another section of the test required selecting the best word or words to complete
a sentence. For instance, "Don't allow your medical identification card to - by
any other person." The choices for the missing phase were: "be used, have destroy,
go lose, get expired."

The test "was a 'read-and-recognize' test," Mr. Barnes said. "It was not a 'read-
and-perform' or even a 'read-and-write' test."

A score of 20 correct answers on the 26-question test was considered an indication
of literacy. Simply increasing that requirement by one, Mr. Barnes said, would have
increased the total estimate of illiterate adults considerably.

LITERACY STANDARD QUESTIONED

However, Jeanne S. Chall, an education professor who is director of the reading
laboratory at Harvard University, challenged the validity of choosing 20 correct an-
swers as an arbitary standard of literacy.

"You have to be careful saying that if you get 20 right you are or are not liter-
ate," Dr. Chall said. "Twenty correct should he equatable with a specific reading
level or explainable in terms of real things they may read, such as specific newspa-
pers or magazines."

Dr. Chall also said that the overall illiteracy figure produced by the survey
"makes sense" as an estimate. But she said getting the exact number of illiterate
people was far less important than just recognizing the existence of the problem.

"What does it matter if there are 10 million or 20 million complete illiterates?"
she said. "We're not even taking care of a small fraction of them. It would be nice
to know how many there are, but it doesn't matter. There are just too many."

The test administered by the Census Bureau was originally designed in the late
1970's by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare to determine whether
adults, expecially those with a non-English speaking background, were equipped to
deal with official notices and applications for assistance.

IN LIVING ROOMS AND KITCHENS

The Education Department decided to administer the test in 1982. At that time,
at the direction of Congress, it was about to have the Census Bureau conduct a
survey aimed at determining how many children required bilingual education. The
literacy questions were put to adults at the same +Aim the children were tested.

At "kitchen tables, dining tables, coffee tables and in living rooms," Mr. Barnes
said, 3,400 adults took the literacy tests as 4,000 school-age children with non-Eng-

.
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lish-speaking back-grounds and 4,800 childern in native-English-speaking homestook the bilingual education test.
Mr. Barnes said that 4,200 adults had been asked to take it, but that 800 had de-clined.
The sample tested was selected following procedures developed by the statisticalmethods division of the Census Bureau, Mr. Barnes said. It drew on informationfrom the 1980 Census and supplementary listings of new households. It did not in-clude hospital patients or prison inmates.
Mr. Barnes said the Census Bureau gave the department the raw test data inearly 1984 and that the department did its first tabulations last November. Andwhile Secretary of Education William J. Bennett has mentioned the study's totalilliteracy figure in recent testimony in House hearings, the department has not yetdisseminated the findings of its survey.

STATISTICAL VIEW OF ILLITERACY

The test results provide a new and detained picture of the population of illiter-ates. About 37 percent of them speak a language other than English at home;among that group, 82 percent are immigrants and 21 percent entered the UnitedStates in the last six years. About 14 percent of those who speak a language otherthan English at home were probably literate in their own language, based on theirreported education, the study found.
"Education is still the prime indicator of literacy rates," Mr. Barnes said, addingthat 60 percent of all native English-speakers who had completed high school an-swered all 26 questions on the test correctly.
About 0.8 percent of those with some college education failed the test; 6 percent ofthose who finished high school failed; 18.6 percent of those with some high schoolfailed; 34.3 percent of those with six to eight years of schooling failed, and 53.3 per-cent of those with five or less years of schooling failed.
The test identified various factors as potential risks contributing to the likelihoodof illiteracy. These risks included education, immigration status, use of a non-Eng-lish language, race, age and poverty.
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13% of Adults in U.S. Failed This Test
Sample questions given by the Census Bureau to '3,400 adults in 1982.

Directions: Choose the answer that means the seme as the word or
phrase with a line under it.

We cannot see you today. When can you return?
a. When was the last time you came?
b. Who should you call when you come?
C. On what date can you come again?
d. Are those the papers you can return?

Enter your Social Security number here.
a. Find
b. Check
c. Show
d. Write

Directions: Choose the best answer to the question.

You should ask a friend or relative to help you fill
out the forms if you cannot read or understand the
application.

What should you do if you do not understand the
questions on the application form?

a. Answer all the questions by writing
"None."
b. Return the application unsigned.
c. Write to the notary public.
d. Ask a friend or relative to help you.

Directions: Read all of the paragraph first. D-aw a line under the best
word or phrase to complete each sentence.

Soon, you'll receive a new medical services
program identification card. It will replace all other
medical Before using the card you

a. bills
b. cards
c. types
d. checks

must sign on the back. Don't allow your
a. the
b. it
c. on
d. a

medical identification card to by
a. be used
b. have destroy
C. go lose
d. get expired

any other person.

Source: Census Bureau
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